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Higgins potential reality show contestant
Local woman
excited to get
call back from
The Bachelor

combing
county
Officials answer
calls pertaining
to the workers

By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
rustrated with a recent
breakup and "mad at the
world," Murray resident
Vannessa Higgins found her
way to the casting Web site for
ABC's reality television show
"The Bachelor" and decided, on
a whim, to fill out an application, not expecting to hear anything from it.
Six weeks later, a strange
number popped up on her cell
phone. She ignored it and waited to see if the strange caller
would leave a voicemail. That
caller turned out to be a casting
agent for The Bachelor, who
laughed while telling Higgins
that she loved her entry and
wanted more She thought it
was a prank call at first, until
,she called the number back and
was connected to the casting
.office for The Bachelor.
"1 was in traffic and screaming
bloody murder (after getting the

F

By KYSER LOUGH/Ledger & Times
Varinessa Higgins reviews the introduction to her 10-minute video she is required to turn in for the next round of casting for
ABC's The Bachelor. Dunng the intro, she stands in front of the sign of her hometown, Fancy Farm. Higgins was called to submit a video after her online application caught the eye of a casting employee. If selected, she'll spend up to six weeks filming
the show.

III See Page 2A
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Daily Forecast
By The Associated Press
and
Wednesday. Showers.
thunderstorms likely Highs in
the mid 70s.
Wednesday night_ Mostly
cloudy with a chance of showers. Lows around 60
Thursday. .Partly sunny with
a 20 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms.
Highs around 80
night...Partly
Thursday
cloudy with a chance of show
ers. Lows in the lower 60s
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SPECIALS

Outstanding MSU seniors named
By Sherry Meagan
MSU Public Relations
The Outstanding Senior Man
and Woman at Murray State
University were announced
during the Senior Breakfast.
Reed Clapp and Megan Black
were selected for the honor.
Megan, the daughter of
Randall and Kim Black of
Murray, will receive the bachelor of arts degree in English
education. A member of Clark
College, she is an Honors
Diploma recipient and will
graduate summa cum laude
with a 4.0 grade point average.
Her honors include being
selected as a Presidential
Scholar, membership on the

Local agencies
receive boost
from MSU
grant class
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Wnter
Several local non-profit
groups, including Angels
Community Clinic, have
received a boost from a
Murray State University
grant-writing class.
Dr Bob Long recently had
students in his financial
development class, part of
American
the
Humanies/youth and nonprofit leadership program,
make proposals about which
local organizations they
would like give money to.
He said he acted as a foun-

III See Page 2A

Black

Clapp

Park Vandalism
The Murray-Calloway
County Parks and
Recreation Department is
offering a $250 reward for
information leading to the
arrest and conviction of a
vandal(s) who repeatedly
wntes the word "Haley" on a
retaining wall at Chestnut
Street Park. Peeks Director
Matt Martin said the writing
has been removed by staff,
but the vandal always
replaces it overnight
Anyone with information is
asked to call the Murray
Police Department at 7531621 or the Parks
Department at 762-0325.

TOM BERRY
'Ledger & Times
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MSU Dean's List for four
years, recognition by Who's
Who Among Students in
and
Colleges
American
Universities, and designation
as the Outstanding English
Major for two years.
Black is a member of
Omicron Delta Kappa and Phi
Kappa Phi Scholastic honor
societies, Gamma Sigma
Alpha Greek honor society and
Sigma Alpha Iota business fraternity. She has held leadership
positions and been active in
the Honors Program. the residential colleges system and
Sigma Sigma Sigma social
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
County
Calloway
The
has
Department
Sheriff's
recently received calls from
county residents of an unknown
person(s) lurking around homes
in their neighborhoods" acting
suspiciously."
When checked out by a
friendly sheriff's deputy the
persons were identified, not as
potential burglars, but employees of the U.S. Census Bureau
listing addresses and taking
global positioning system
(GPS) readings at county
homes.
"We have had those kinds of
reports throughout our region,
which translated into us sending
the (news) release
out
Gerard
said
(Monday)."
Littlejohn, media relations
director for the Charlotte (N.C.)
Regional Census Center.
Littlejohn said U.S. Census
Bureau employees have spread
out across Murray-Callowav
County and all of Kentucky
gathering information for next
year's count and census officials want the public to know
how to identify them.
William W. Hatcher, regional
director of the Charlotte center,
which supports 2010 Census
operations in Kentucky and
four other states, says the
bureau's top priority is the safety of its employees and the public.
The bureau is alerting the
public that census address listers wear official identification
badges and use handheld computers to record addresses. The
2,(X)0 employees now combing
Kentucky streets building an
address list for the 2010 census
might also carry black work•See

Page 2A
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III Census ...
From Front

. Photo provided

MHS PROM: During the recent Murray High School Junior class "Masquerade" Prom at the Murray State University's Curris
Center Ballroom, Sarah Crouch and DeMoree Fields were crowned the 2009 Homecoming King and Queen. Crouch and
Fields (center left and right) are pictured with the 2009 cowl. They are, from left, Hannah Boone, Jamie Courtney, Taylcr Butler,
Emily Denham.(Crouch). (Fields). Jordan Benton, Devon Smith, Seth Parker Bell and Mark Stubblefield

•Seniors ...
From Front
soronty.
She has been a presenter of
scholarly research twice at the
Kentucky Honors Roundtable. As
part of the university's Study
Abroad program. she studied in
England and Spain.
Black has been involved in
numerous community and service
endeavors as well as campus
activities including serving as a
camp counselor for Minority
Scholars Institute, campus theater
and volunteering as a Spanish
tutor.
Her career goal is to become a
professor and teach at the postsecondary level.
Reed. son of Benny Clapp and
Marita Clapp of Fancy Farm. will
receive the bachelor of science in
elementary education with an
emphasis in humanities and fine
arts. He is a member of Elizabeth
College and will graduate summa
cum laude with a 3.94 grade point
average.
• A four-year Dean's List student.
he was selected for Who's Who
Among Students • in American
Colleges and Universities. Clapp
has been involved in many honors
organizations and has held leadership positions in Alpha Lambda

•Higgins ...
Delta, Order of Omega and
Omicron
Delta
Kappa.
Additionally, he has been active
and held offices in the Student
Government Association and
Sigma Phi Epsilon social fraternity. Clapp received the Rising
Racer and Top 10 Student
Leaders awards given out by the
office of Student Affairs, was
named to the 2006 and 2007
Homecoming Courts and was
chosen as Outstanding Greek
Man of the Year.
He has served the university as
a student ambassador and served
the community as a camp counselor at the Mayfield Graves
County YMCA Summer Camp.
Clapp was also an instructional
assistant at Murray Elementary
School's Kids' Company. After
graduation. Clapp hopes to pursue
a career in teaching and school
administration.
Black and Clapp will give the
valedictions at Saturday's May
2009 Commencement ceremony.
The event begins at 10 a.m. and is
held in the Regional Special
Events Center. For more information on Commencement, go
online
at
www.murraystate.eduiprovost/ma
ycom.html

From Front
message)." Higgins said. "I
couldn't believe it, I was
shocked. I didn't think in a million years they would call."
In her original application.
Higgins said they asked for
name, profession, height,
weight and why she wants to be
on the show. She focused her
entry on the fact that she's from
Fancy Farm and they would
never find anyone like her.
Higgins, who works in the
advertising department at the
Ledger & Times, grew up in
Fancy Farm and graduated from
Hickman County High School
in 2002. She came to Murray
and attended Murray State
University where she graduated
in 2006 with a degree in Public
Relations. After spending time
working in Nashville, she
returned to Murray in 2008.
The next step in the process is
to produce a 10-minute video
for the casting office.
"They sent me a list of questions I have to answer pertaining

to fantasy dates, past relationships. family, friends and hobbies, to see what my life is like,"

Higgins said.
Putting together the video was

All Proceeds Go To The Veterans!

2
9

a fun and challenging experience, and she said it was difficult to appear realistic.
"It was hard to look 'real
because you want to, in some
way,rehearse what you're going
to say so you don't look like a
complete idiot," Higgins said.
"To somebody from (Los
Angeles), my life has to be pretty funny."
Once the video is submitted,
Higgins said she'll wait and see
if she is selected for the next
round of interviews. If selected
for the show, taping will either
begin in July or (ctober, and
last as much as six weeks.
"They told me, if selected, to
plan for four to six weeks, of
course that depends on how
long you stay on the show. It
could be a day, it could be the
whole six weeks," she said.
In the show. 25 single women
meet an eligible bachelor and
spend time getting to know him.
Naturally, as with most reality
shows, the 25 contestants are
gradually thinned out. By the
time the finale appears, the
bachelor is hopefully left with
his true love.
Higgins is an avid fan of The
Bachelor, and has watched
every season.
"I really like Milan. she was
the third or fourth runner-up last
season," she said. "I'm a big fan
of hers, she was herself and had
a good personality."
Friends and family are excited
about Higgins' chance to be on
the show, and she was even able
to get some of her friends on her
submission video.
"My Dad is more excited than
my Mom, he said 'I always
knew you were going to be on
TV "

bags with the words
Census Bureau- on them.
"Anyone who is worried by
someone gazing at his house or
knocking at her door should ask
for identification," Hatcher said
"You can ask rot the address lister's name and the phone number of the local census office to
call and verify employment. We
want residents to feel safe so
that census workers can safely
do their jobs."
Census employees are completing a confidential address list that
will be used to mail or deliver
2010 Census questionnaires next
March. The address canvassing
operation began April 6 in
Kentucky and will continue
through mid-summer. Address hsters use handheld computers that
capture global positioning system
(GPS) infoimation as they venfy
an address and ask residents about
additional living quarters on their
premises.
Hatcher stressed that census
workers never ask for a bank
account number or Social
Security information.

"Our address listers record only
address information dunng this
operation," Hatcher said. "All of
the information the U.S. Census
Bureau gathers in the decennial
census, as well as other surveys
and censuses, is strictly confidential."
Census employees take an oath
of confidentiality and can face a
fine of up to $250,000 and five
years in prison for violating that
oath. Hatcher said two census
offices have opened in Kentucky
to supervise the current address
canvassing operation. They are
located in Lexington and
Louisville and can be contacted
by calling (859) 422-7210 or
(502) 580-0010. Later this year,
five more local census offices will
open in the state to support 2010
operations.
The census count results will be
used to determine the number of
congressional seats for each state,
the shape of legislative and local
government districts and how
$300 billion in federal funds is
distributed annually to communities across America. The official
census will begin April 1,2010.

•Agencies ...
Sisters.
Emily Cosby was one of the
dation would when looking at members of the group that wrote
grant applications and gave a grant proposal for Angels
them criteria to meet, mainly Clinic, which also included
that the organizations provided Jessica Weatherford, Brett
benefits to children and their Davis and Jared Henson. She
families.
said they specifically targeted
Long began his position as the dental program because it
MSU's Visiting Distinguished benefits children, which was a
Professor
of
Non-profit requirement for the class. She
Leadership for the American said that as part cf.'heir majors,
Humanics program at the begin- most of the students in the class
ning of the semester. He is the had previously worked service
former vice president of pro- hours with non-profit groups in
grams for the W.K. Kellogg the community and had relaFoundation, a major grant-giv- tionships with them, so choosing which group to write a proing institution.
Long told his students that he posal for was probably easy for
and his wife, Patricia Mendez' everyone.
"They chose whatever their
Lone, would commit $1,000 of
their own money and give $200 heart connects with," Cosby
to each of the five best presenta- said. "That's what helped me
tions from the 11 groups in his decide."
Lou Pardy, the treasurer for
class. He said, though, that as
part of his retirement benefits. Angels Clinic, said she was
the Kellogg Foundation would thrilled when she found out
match any contribution he about the funds the clinic would
makes to non-profit groups 2- receive. She said she happy that
Long has moved to Murray
to- I.
"A $200 donation from Bob because he and his association
and Patricia Long means (a with the Kellogg Foundation are
total) of $600 from the Kellogg great assets to the community.
Foundation." Long said.
Long said every group's grant
proposal in the class was good
enough for those organizations
to keep them on file and submit
NOTICE
• The Architectural Review
for grant opportunities in the
Board will meet May 7, at 4.30
future. The top proposals were
p.m. in the Murray City Hall
chosen by peer ratings and Long
said they were all highly rated, Council Chambers. There will
be a public hearing to considbetween 3.6 and 4.4. Based on
er proposed changes to the
those presentations, the grant
Design Guidelines for the
money will go to Angels Clinic,
Histonc Overlay District.

From Front

Term Crier

Need Line, American Red
Cross, the Main Street Youth

Center and Big Brothers Big

• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916.

GOVERNMENT FORECLOSURE SALE
THURSDAY, MAY 28, 2009 AT 11:00 A.M.
AT 704 N. 18TH STREET, MURRAY, KY 42071 THE BELOW DESCRIBED PROPERTY
OF HOUSE AND LOT 704 N. 18TH STREET, MURRAY, KY 42071

May 9th

Paris, Tennessee

Directions: Follow the signs 6 miles east of
Paris on HiglUiva.y 79 to Scarbrough Lane.
There are 20 different trophy categories including
Best of Show that awards a 8250 prize. New this
year is a People's Choice Trophy. Gates open at
6am for show cars and Sam to the general public.
Everyone is invited and there will be a
$5 whnissionfor adults. Kids under 6 are
admitted fire with paid adult. Active military
admitted free. All admission goes to the veterans.
Barbeque Cook-Off has 3 divisions with a first
place prize of $500 each. Each division has a free
category (anything but pork) a peoples choice
category with a $250 prize. The team with thc
most points will win $750 and be grand champion
OPENINGS AVAILABLE FOR AMATEUR
AND PROFESSIONAL COOKING TEAMS

For more event InfOrmation call
Luke Scarbrough at 909-518-4112.

T his is a oar* house with 1006 square feet of trying area orated in a quiet neighborhood close to
sthooks
'Dorn lochemdming room three bedrooms one bath and one car attached churches and shoopso.
carport This would be
excellent buy Ica a family residence or an investor interested reMal properly or reside after ropers
The minimum acceptable bud for this property is $26,851
The house will be open tor inspection from 1000 to 11 00 a m Thursday May 21 2009
Payment of the current year s property tares are *he resprinsibiley of the purchaser
Clear Nieto thts property is not warranted The U S Marshal s Deed is note genera warranty deed Buyers are
adviser'
Pie property s title examined Written notification regarding encumbrances on the property must be
made to the Paducar,
Development Office within 30 days of the dale of sale

1),s composed of a

LEGAL NOTICE
:eaishereoygrventtratonlhursday. May 28. 2009. at 11 00 a m al 701 N

18th Street Murray K 42071 in order to ,
-1 01 $21 193 48 prinDpai together with interest credd subsidy granted in the amount of
835 796 67 pius interest in the 31.541 65 as of June 26 2006 and interest thereafter on the principal at IS 1663 from June 26.
2006 until the deft a/ A/0y
interest on the Judgment amount (principal idus interest to die dole of Judgment) at tie rate
at 0.0%,computed de* and
-opounded annually until paid in full and tor Mos costs Of Milt action. pursuant to Judgment
and Order or Sale. being CM Action
5-06CV-140-R on the Paducah Docket at lie UAW States Distort Court for the Western
District of Kentway. entered on
--ilornber IS 2006 at the case of United States of America vs Estate of Barbara Bassfcrd E,At. the
following described property
be sold to the 'wisest and best bidder
use and lot at 704 N 18th Street. Cafloway County, Murray. KY 42071 Being the same
real estate conveyed to Barbera Bamford
Deed from Don Riley. a single man Clifton Coleman and Mare Coleman dated August 24
1967 and recorded in Book 170.Card
89. In the Calloway County Deck s 016ce The said Barbers Bassford died intestate on October
I 2007 a resident or Camay
Courtly, Kentucky leaving as her only herr-W4aw her daughter. Peggy Basslord
TERMS OF SALE Ten percent(10%)of the bud prioe(in the form al a Certified Chuck made payable
b the US. Marshel)Ong* MN
of We sate MIA good and sufficient bond tor the Wilma.besting interest at the rate of 0 69% per
annum until paid. due and payable
.n 90 deve and *id bond hiving Ille *lea al a Judgment Upon a demo by Me Purchaser.
the deposit shall be 'oilseed ane
iiiiamed by the u S Minket as a pail cl/ lie Proceeds at Pr, saie and the properly she
eon be often* for sate subset •
.-„orArrnation by the Court
This saw shell be in bar and fOredOeure Of at VP. UPS.Intsie*.sews Clain, dOMIWI8 or so"
Cl redemption of the diet,
and ol all persons claims by. through. under or again* them. provided the purchase price*
equal to tocretirds rv value lithe purchase price is not eau* 113IWO-Mk&0(6.appraised value. the Deed Mall contain
in a len at tam 0;
Is) reflecting the nght of the defendant(s) o redeem dunng the period provided by taw(KRS 426
5301 Under Lays tt
deemed to be on mice of ail matters Owing tie property of record in the local County Clerks
Office
Inquiries should be directed to
Mary Am Smith. Area Spectates!
USDA RURAL DEVELOPMENT
Teephone 270-2479525 eat 4

lies

%luta

LOCAL / STATE / NATIONAL
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Obituaries
Mrs. Inez Millington Norwood

!he funeral tor Mrs. Inez Buffington Norwood will
be today
( Wednesday1 at 4 p.m in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home,
Murray. John Dale and Mike Norwood will officiate. A graveside
service will be Thursday at I p.m. at Minor Hill Cemetery.
Minor
Hill. Tenn. Visitation is now at the local funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Glendale Road Church
of Christ Mission Fund, 1101 Glendale Rd., Murray,
KY 42071 or to
World ahnsuan Broadcasting,605 Bradley Ct., Franklin, TN 37067.
Mrs. Norwood,86, New Providence Road, Murray, died Monday,
May 4, 2009, at Middle Tennessee Medical Center, Murfreesboro,
Tenn.
She served as a missionary in Sierra Leone. West Afnca. and as
a minister's wife and served as the church secretary wherever they
were located. She also had taught school in Limestone County, Ala.,
worked at Redstone Arsenal. Huntsville. Ala.. and managed the
Credit Bureau in Marion. N.C. She was a member of Glendale Road
Church of Christ where she was an active member of Young-NHearts Class. Preceding her in death were her husband. M.F.
Norwood Jr., and one brother, Junior Bullington. Born Feb. 19.
1923, in Limestone County, Ala., she was the daughter of the late
E.F. and Ela Morgan Bullington.
Survivors include one daughter, Beth Falwell and husband,
Grundy. Murray: four sons, David Norwood and wife, Jinny.
Simpsonville, S.C., Mike Norwood and wife, Sonnie, Brentwood,
Tenn.. Paul Norwood and wife, Gail, Lascassas, Tenn., and Phillip
Norwood and wife. Patsy, Evergreen, N.C.; three sisters, Elizabeth
Carter. Athens, Ala., Jo Redding, Scott Depot, W.Va., and Mae
Davis, Houston, Texas; three brothers. J.H. and Will Ed Buffington.
Athens. Ala.. and Jim Buffington, Gainesville. Ga.; 14 grandchildren; 22 great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Nelle Irvan Pace
The funeral for Mrs. Nelle !cyan Pace was Sunday at 2 p.m. at
Zion's Cause Baptist Church, Benton, with Rev. Charles Frazier
officiating. Burial will be in Pace Cemetery at a later date. FilbeckCann & King Funeral Home. Benton, was in charge of arrangements. Expressions of sympathy may be made to Zion's Cause
Baptist Church Building Fund, 1532 U.S. 68 West, Benton, KY
42025.
Mrs. Pace, 98, Benton, died Friday. May 1, 2009, at 5:25 a.m. in
Benton. A retired teacher, she was a graduate of Murray High School
and Murray State College and had taught school at the Murray City
Elementary School. She was a member of Zion's Cause Baptist
Church. Preceding her in death were her husband. Keith Pace; one
son, Charles lrvan Pace; four sisters and three brothers. She was the
daughter of the late Dr. Oscar Brown Ii
-van and Ora Fulton lrvan.
Survivors include one son, John Pace, Benton; tour grandchildren, Sarah McGowan, Benton, Elizabeth Owen, Ledbetter, and
Mark Pace and Tammy Pomeroy, both of Hendersonville. Tenn.;
four-grandchjdren: ;e:eial nieces and nephews.

Rodney Kenneth Vickers
Rodney Kenneth Vickers, 83, Norsworthy Road, Kirksey, died
Monday. May 4 7009 at 7 a m. at his home
A Navy veteran of World War II. he had served on
the USS West Virginia. Until his retirement, he had
worked as a tool and die worker in Detroit. Mich. He
was a member of Briensburg Baptist Church.
Preceding him in death were his first wife. June
Edmonds Vickers, two brothers. Thurman and
Herman Vickers, and three sisters, Anna Ellen, Dortha Genera and
Lina Maggie Vickers. Born Julie 2, 1925 in Gilbertsville. he was the
son of the late Lee Vickers and Sadie Wilson Vickers.
Survivors include his wife. Geneva English Vickers; two daughters. Mane Willard and husband, Michael. Shelton, Wash., and Beth
LeBlanc and husband. Michael. Southport, N.C.; one son, Kenneth
Vickers. Bothell, Wash.; three sisters, Armelda Yow and Floette
Noel, both of Kirksey, and Mignon Dilsworth, Paducah, 13 grandchildren; 16 great-grandchildren; two great-great-grandchildren.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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Money may
force Bunning
to rethink bid
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)Kentucky's embattled junior
senator said Titecday he'll
reconsider running for a third
term if he doesn't meet his
fundraising
goals.
Over
the
past several
months,
Republican
Sen.
Jim
Bunning has
continued to
insist he's still
Bunning
in the race
HAWKINS TEAGuEteoger & Times
even as GOP leaders have sent
Angels Community Clinic recently received news that it would receive $600 for its dental
pronot-so-subtle signals that he
gram from a grant obtained by Dr. Bob Long's financial development class, which
is part of
should bow out rather than face
Murray State University's youth and non-profit leadership program. Pictured from left to nght
what will likely be a strong
Long, team leader Emily Cosby, Angels Clinic treasurer Lou Paitiy icind Roger Weis, director
Democratic challenge.
of MSU's American Humanics program.
On Tuesday, he slammed
GOP Senate leader Mitch
McConnell, blaming his fellow
Kentucky Republican for losing Pennsylvania Sen. Arlen
Specter to the Democrats and
costing the party Senate seats.
McConnell hasn't publicly
WASHINGTON (API written for weeks, insurers and care costs for women tend to go
Health insurance corapanies are other interest groups are trying up during childbearing
asked Bunning to retire but hasyears.
offering new
concessions, to shape it now.
n't endorsed him for re-election
Some policies don't cover
including
lower
rates for milInstead of a government plan maternity care. Sen. John Kerry,
next year. And Bunning said
lions of women, as they try to as a check on their industry. D-Mass., suggested
Tuesday that he may think
such pracpersuade Congress not to set up insurers are offering to accept tices amount to discrimination
.
twice about running if he cona government health plan to stricter government rules they
"The disparity
between
tinues to have trouble raising
compete against them.
contend would add up to a fairer women and men in the individmoney. He says he'll need
On Tuesday the industry marketplace and cut into the ual marketplace is just plain
about $7 million, but he had
offered to do away with an ranks of the 50 million unin- wrong and it has to change."
less than $400,000 in the bank
insurance surcharge that affects sured.
said Kerry,
5.7 million women, many of
as of the end of March.
"We are comfortable with
lgnagni readily conceded.
them
self-employed
and need- that," lgnagni told the Senate "We don't believe gender
"We're working like the
ing to buy their own coverage. Finance Committee at a session should be a subject of rating."
devil to make those goals,"
Insurers also offered to accept on how to cover the uninsured_ she said.
Bunning said. And if he doesn't
new consumer protections.
She was part of a large panel
Lowering premiums for
make those goals, he said
Insurers want to prevent the including representatives from women may not necessarily
"we're going to take another
creation of a government health business, labor unions, insurers, mean that men will have to pay
look at the race.
plan that would enroll middle- consumer groups and public more. Many factors go into
set"I'm not going to walk into
class workers and their families. policy centers.
ting insurance rates. Age. for
2010 with less than SI million
President Barack Obama and
Finance Committee leaders example, carries much greater
many Democrats favor such a want to bring a bill to the Senate weight than gender.
when I know it's going to cost
plan, but the companies say it floor this summer. The broad
$7 million minimally, probably
Insurers have already offered
would drive them out of busi- outlines will follow Obama's to stop denying coverage to sick
$10 (million), somewhere in
ness. Employer groups are also campaign proposal. which people, and to end the practice
that area, to run against the
leery, fearing a public plan builds on the current system of of charging higher premiums to
winner of the Democratic priwould entice young, healthy shared responsibility among those with a history of health
mary.workers by offering lower pre- employers, government and problems. In exchange.
the
Though he's encouraged
miums.
individuals. Most Americans -- industry wants Congress to
Secretary of State Trey
"We are not asking people to men and women — are covered require all Americans to carry
Grayson to form an exploratory
trust us. we are asking people to through employer plans. which health insurance, either through
trust
government."
committee, Bunning says that
Karen are prohibited from charging an employer plan, on their own,
Ignagni, president of America's higher premiums because of or a current government
doesn't mean he's retiring. The
proHealth Insurance Plans, told a gender. poor health or other sim- gram like Medicaid.
committee will allow Grayson
Senate
panel
that is crafting ilar factors. Only about 9 perWhat insurers want to avoid
to raise and spend campaign
sweeping legislation to overhaul cent purchase their own health is a new government plan that
money before he officially
the nation's 52.5 trillion health insurance.
would be open to middle-class
enters the Senate race.
care system.
It's in this group that women workers and their families.
Although the bill won't be face higher rates. That's health

Health insurers ask Uncle Sam to
police industry, offer concessions

Experts: Mild swine flu
could quickly turn deadly White House seeks comment on No Child Left Behind law
WASHINGTON (API — A
flu virus is a powerhouse of evolution, mutating at the maximum speed nature allows. A
mild virus can morph into a
killer and vice versa
One change already made
this year's swine flu more of a
problem. helping it spread more
easily among people. The big
question is. What mutations are
near That's why scientists are
watching it so closely
-There are no rules to flu
viruses: they are just so muteble." said Dr. Paul Glezen. a flu
epidemiologist at the Baylor
College of Medicine
in
)'Iouston. "The fact that it
changes all the time really confounds our efforts to control it."
Think of Ilu's evolution like
•family tree In the current flu's
distant ancestry are last century's three pandemics But its
more immediate relatives are
'wine flu strains that were no
big deal to humans The good
news nght now is that this flu
has lost some of the most clangerous genetic traits of past pan.
&mit:. The bad news Is that it's
'gained something its parents
didn't have the ability to spread
from human to human
Hu reproduces about every
fight hours said Dr Raul
Rabadan, professor of computaaional biology at Columbia
University. That means this
.
anorning's flu is i parent hs the

afternoon, a grandparent 'os the
evening, and a great-grandparent by the next day
Instead of complex doublehelix DNA
nature's basic
biological instruction book —
flu has a simpler. single strand
of genetic code Normal DNA
has a speficheck-like system
that reduces mistakes in replieating the code; the flu virus
does not. So mutations come
more often If the mutations are
good for the virus, they multiply, aid soda, you have a new
and sometimes nastier flu
Scientists are trying to piece
together swine flu's ever-changing genome, its genetic anceston and the random mutations
that in this instance turned a
simple pig disease Into some.
thing that scares billions
They also don't know how
the virus is going to mutate next
In the world's most devastatmg global flu epidemic in 1918,
the lust wave of cases in the
spring were mild Then, the
virus evolved and cense hack in
the fall as a strain that proved
truly deadly, flu experts say. So
scientists today are watching to
see if that could happen again
Also troubling is the possibility that this sitars could develop
resistance to anti-flu drugs, and
flu trackers are watching for
such changes. Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention
flu chief Dr Nancy Cox said

Final debris pick-up underway
ontractors for the Kentucky
.Tranportation Cabinet are corn:pleting their final debris pick-up
:runs in Calloway County.
"All remaining debris piles
:
have been mapped and marked.
Storm debris placed along road
. right of way after May 5 will
.hot be picked up. Landowners
be responsible for properly
'disposing of their own debris.-

commented Keith Todd. public
information officer with the
Department of Transportation's
District One and District Two.
Crews continue working
along U.S. 641 North of Murray
and will he picking up piles that
were placed along right of way
before Tuesday No additional
piles will he collected by state
contractors

MARTINSBURG.
W \qt
I AP) — Education Secretary
Ante Duncan. a former big-city
schools chief, traveled through
rural terrain Tuesday as he asked
educators and parents how the
Obarna administration should
overhaul the No Child Left
Behind law
Duncan is from Chicego, but
he made West Virginia the first
stop on a IS-state -listening
tour."I think the challenges are
very similar.- Duncan told The
Associated Press in an interview. "I know there are highperforming schools in every

state in the country. and what's
important to me is to really
understand what enables them to
beat the odds"
Duncan noted that urban and
rural schools alike still struggle
to Attract talented teachers, a
problem lawmakers and then
President George W Bush tried
to fix when they created No
Child Left Behind in 2001
"We can fix what doesn't
work. We can build on what
does work.- Duncan told about a
dozen teachers and parents at
Bunker Hill Eleinenier y. e highachieving school in the state's
eastern panhandle. Special edu-

cation teacher Lynn Reichard
told him she works all year long
to boost the self-esteem of mentalls impaired students at
Bunker Hill, only to see them
fall apart over standardized
tests.
"They feel so good about
themselves, and then they look
at a two-paragraph reading passage, and they know six words."
Reichard said. -I have one child
here that's a nonreader, and
she's going to have to take the
test, and she's going to cry
There's just got to he another answer for that.- Reichard
said.

America s unions are
winning more elections
WASHINGTON
APi
New data showing labor unions
won nearly two-thirds of private
ballot organizing elections last
year is prompting some business groups to question the need
for Congress to pass a bill that
would make it even easier to
form unions
Union officials say the latest
figures from the National Labor
Relations Board are misleading
because anti -union intimidation
presents many elections front
happening at all
Unions won 63 percent of
representation elections conducted by the NLRB in fiscal
2008, a 4 percent increase from
the previous year and the highest (es-el since the mid-1950%.
according to figures released
last week. "This new data clearly demonstrates that the current
system. of anything. is working
to the unions' advantage." said
Daniel Yager. chief policy officer of the
Policy
HR
Association, a group of 254)
Fortune 500 companies_ Labor
leaders are urging Congress to
pass a hill that would take away
an employer's nght to demand a
secret ballot election when

workers want to organize a
union. The Employee Free
Choice Act -- also known as
card check — would instead
permit a union to he certified it
a maionty of workers at a plant
sign union authorization cards.
Republicans are expected to
filibuster the hill it it comes to a
vote later this year. and
Democrats are working on J
compromise version that could
garner at least 60 votes in the
Senate Business groups argue
their is no need to effectively
eliminate secret ballot elections
if unions are winning most
NLRB elections Al-L-( .1(
spokeswoman Alison Omens
claims the numbers don't tell
the full story Under current
law, an election is held within
30-60 days if 30 percent of
workers sign union authonz.ation cards
Omens said many of those
elections never happen because
employers threaten workers not
to support the union. "By the
time you get to an election, corporations hese so poisoned the
well that the petition for a union
is withdrawn in many cases."
Omens said

le

The
law
does
make
allowances for different tests for
severely impaired kids. but
many don't fall into that category That's an example of how the
federal government should be
"looser- about how states meet
goals. At the same time. he said
the government should be
"tighter- about goals, insisting
on more ngorous academic standards that are uniform across the
states -What I mean by loose is
not getting away from accountability at all.- he told the AP.
"What I mean by loose is giving
folks more flexibility in how
they achieve their goals."
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Navy 1ST brings back
05

—X
Merilluouvul
It's a drizzly, gray Sunday,
a swell afternoon for curling
up with a good book, a cup
of tea and a box of bonbons.
My husband, however, has
another idea. USS 1ST-325 is
docked in Paducah and today
is the last day it will be in
western Kentucky. My spouse,
a former Navy man, was
assigned to an 1ST when he
was a sailor, so he wants to
visit the ship.
When we get to Paducah,
the drizzle has morphed into
a downpour; nevertheless, people of all ages are lined up to
board the boat. As we get
inside, we are fortunate to make
the acquaintance of one of the
dedicated volunteer guides, Bob
Barbier, from Peoria, Illinois.
"I was active Navy from
1964 to 1968," he tells us. He
goes on to explain that he was
an electronic technician 1st
class, with the rank Petty Officer 1st class. In the Viet Nam
era, he served his time on
destroyers. "Tin cans," he calls
them. He got involved with
the LST-325 project because
he is a fan of nostalgia, and
he believes it is important to
preserve the ship, the last surviving 1ST from WWII.
-This is part of American
history that could easily be
forgotten," he says. "So many
generations don't know about
this. so I'm doing my part to
restore it. This is my third year
as a volunteer, and I'm proud
to be part of it."
1ST stands for Landing Ship
Tank,and these amphibious vessels were designed to land battle-ready tanks, troops and supplies directly onto enemy
shores. In WWII, LSTs were
a crucial part of military operations. Commissioned on February 1, 1943, LST-325 was
part of the first convoy of
LSTs to go to the Mediterranean.
Later that year, it was part
of the support for the offensive before Messina fell on
August 17th. It also sailed in
support of the invasion at Salerno; carried members of a Ceylanese infantry regiment from
Tripoli. Libya; and was part
of the back-up force for the
troops that went ashore at
Omaha Beach on June 6. 1944,
D-Day.
In 1961. LST-325 became
part of the National Defense
Reserve Fleet, and was transferred to Greece in May, 1964,
where she was named Syros.
She was de-commissioned for
the third time in 1999, and in
2000 the LST-325 was acquired
by the USS Ship Memorial, Inc.,
through an act of Congress.
She sailed back across the
Atlantic with a skeleton crew

WM1110111

of 29 veterans, average
age 72.
Bob Barbier's blue
eyes light up
when
he
talks about
that voyage.
"I wish I
could have
been part ot Main Street
it,"
he By Constance
Alexander
admits. The
6500-mile Ledger & Times
Columnist
journey was
not without
some drama,
he tells us, mentioning that
one engine was lost after the
ship left Athens. In addition a
manifold cracked and they lost
their steering and a gyro,
stretching the Mediterranean
crossing to 13,instead of9 days.
As he takes us around. Bob
Barbier points out various features of the 1ST that have
been restored and artifacts and
equipment that have been donated. He explains that preserving the ship is a private effort,
with no government funds allocated. The 1ST has been painted and cleaned by volunteers
from around the USA, who
also are determined to raise
several million dollars to make
extensive, needed repairs and
to keep the ship operational.
Bob Barbier and others are
committed to restoring 1ST325 because of its symbolic
value. He hopes that people - especially the young ones - who visit the ship will take
away some important concepts
after the tour.
"A lot of people have no
idea of what their fathers and
grandfathers went through to
preserve our freedom," he
declared. "I want people who
come here to learn about their
sacrifices. Many of them didn't get the chance to come
home."
USS IST-325 is usually
anchored in Evansville, Indiana, where it is open - Thesday through Sunday) for public tours. In addition, the ship
sails up to six weeks per year,
usually in July and August.
Louisville, Ky., is on the agenda for a stop this summer,
when the American Legion is
there in August for its national convention.
For more information, log
on to www.lstmemorial.org.
Those interested in becoming
a member or a corporate sponsor, contact 1ST 325 Office
at 812-435-8678.
Read Main Street online at
www.murrayledgercorn. Contact the columnist directly at
constancealexander@newwave
COMM.net
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Reflections on the art of teaching
Each year students in my HIS
361 Teaching History class read
a book by James M. Banner,
Jr. and Harold C. Cannon titled
"The Elements of Teaching."
Teaching History is a methods
class designed to prepare students to teach History and Social
Studies in high school. While
Banner and Cannon believe
that writing units and planning
lessons are important, they
believe something more is needed in the classroom. "Believing teaching is an art," they
write, "we have emphasized
the artists who practice it."
Instead of providing a manual of activities, Banner and
Cannon "focused on the qualities, both natural and cultivated, of those who teach rather
than on the techniques they
use because far too much attention has been given to explaining the process of teaching and
net nearly enough to describing the people responsible for
that process." The authors
focus on what they refer to as
"the elements of teaching,- and
they devote one chapter to each
element. Thus, there are chapters on Learning, Authority,
Ethics, Order, Imagination.
Compassion, Patience, Character, and Pleasure.
This is a volume characterized by Gilbert Highet in
his own work, "The Art of
Teaching," as "a book of sugTo the Editor:
Kentucky ranks 42nd among
the states in spending Medicaid funding to sunport people
in their homes and communities. Fiscal Year 2007 Kentucky spent $909,083,774 for
institutional long-term care
services and only $393,461,040
for home and community services. Meaning over 81 percent
of the state's Medicaid longterm care funds went to nursing homes and other institutions while a mere 19 percent
was allocated to in-home supports. Kentucky has failed to
support programs for the elderly and people with disabilities.
In 2007, Kentucky received
a $49 million grant for Money
Follows the Person (MFP). This
grant would allow individuals
residing in nursing homes and
other institutions to move back
into the community with supports in place. Projections were
to have transitioned 546 people. To date only eight individuals have been transitioned.
Although the state hired staff
that have worked on the grant
for over two years.
Are they saying that people want to stay in nursing
homes? Other programs such
as Consumer Directed Options
(CDO),Michele P Waiver, MAP
95, Personal Care Attendant
Program (PCAP) and Acquired
Brain Injury (ABI) are failing
to be implemented to the extent
to move people off of waiting
lists and get services. Michelle
P. Waiver promised to serve
3,000 people in one year however only 400 individuals have
been served to date. ABI was
to serve 200 individuals but
to date only 10 individuals
have been accepted into the
waiver.
There has been a lack of

gestions drawn from practice."
I think that what drew me to
the book was the authors' conviction that teaching is a calling. "For those who pursue
it seriously," they write, "teaching is a calling, a summons
from within." Furthermore.
Banner and Cannon believe
that teaching is "among life's
noblest and most responsible
activities—an activity in which
we have all engaged at one
time or another as parents,
workers, and friends." With
a nod to Chaucer, the author
s state that "we have written
for all, like ourselves, who
would gladly learn that gladly
they might (better) teach."
This is a book for reflection on the art of teaching:
"yet rarely, if ever," according
to the authors, "are we led to
reflect on those dimensions of
character and mind that are at
the very core of what we do—
which is to help others acquire
both the knowledge by which
they can understand life in all
its fullness and the dispositions by which they can live
such a life."
The basic elements of teachmg, the authors assure us, can
rarely be taught. So, why is
it so important for my students to study this book?
Instead of being taught, the
authors assure us, these elements of teaching "are quali-

ties
elements that make for good
that
teaching.
come
to
Banner and Cannon insist
inhere in us,
even if we
that teaching is the most
do not recdemanding of callings. I know
ognize them
this to be true. In fact, I have
as such or
given up the teaching of my
fully develSunday School class at church
op them."
because I found it impossible
must
We
to devote the necessary time
come to recand energy to teach that class,
ognize them, Home and
while at the same time findand then we
ing the time and energy to
Away
must,
the
teach my university classes.
By James
authors Duane Bolin
Teaching has almost done me
write, "draw Ledger & Times in. Banner and Cannon underthem from
stand. They write that "this
Columnist
ourselves,
breadth of character is demandidentify, develop,and then apply ed of few, if any, other callthem." "We don't learn these ings." "While learning requires
qualities." they write, "we call much effort," they w
rite.
them forth—and by understand- "teaching entails an even greater
ing them, we use them for the one because it is more laden
benefit of others."
with moral and human responJust thinking about the an sibilities."
of teaching is something that
If nothing else, I must teach
teachers rarely do. According my students—those students
to Banner and Cannon, "for who are planning to teach themmost teachers, consideration of selves someday—that teach*
the elements that make up their is a demanding calling.
daily work—the ingredients out In the weeks ahead I plan to
of which they compose their write essays on teaching, to
art—forms part neither of their devote a column each week to
professional preparation nor of each of Banner and Cannon's
their subsequent continuing edu- nine "elements of teaching"
cation." Teachers "spend very (see the nine elements listed
little time discussing these mat- above). Next week, we will
ters with colleagues." So, I consider the element of "Learnhave my students, using this ing." Join me as we learn
book as a guide. do just that. together.
They read and discuss those

OUR READERS
WRITE
coordination with other departments, providers and advocates.
People need the services that
these programs offer today, not
just on paper. Our Governor,
as well as, other key stakeholders, needs to be held
accountable on why these programs and the funding are not
going to those who are in need.
No one tells you that programs aren't being implemented or that funding is just sitting in an account going
untouched when you call asking for help for yourself or a
family member. Please contact
our office for additional information or visit our website
where the Whitepaper Report
can be found: www.calky.org
or 270-753-7676. A press conference was held Friday, April
24, by numerous advocacy
organizations in Louisville to
question why the state of Kentucky is short changing the
elderly and disabled. The
Whitepaper Report was presented at that time.
Sincerely,
Jeanne Gallimore
Center for Accessible Living, Murray, Ky.
To the Editor:
Prescription drug abuse continues to be a problem that
plagues millions of Americans
and their families every day.
Just last week, 24 individuals
were arrested here in Kentucky
and accused of funneling prescription drugs from Florida to
the Commonwealth for illegal
use and sale. This "pill pipeline"
between Kentucky and Florida
involved counties all around

the Commonwealth, demonstrating how widespread this
epidemic has become.
Many Kentuckians looking
to obtain prescription drugs for
illegal sale and distribution have
been traveling to Florida. While
Kentucky has in place an electronic monitoring system which
tracks prescriptions dispensed
within the Commonwealth.
Florida is one of only twelve
states which does not.
This means that in Florida individuals could visit several different doctors and
receive multiple prescriptions
for medication, a practice
known as "doctor shopping."
This makes a state such as
Florida an ideal place for those
looking to traffic prescription
drugs across the country. Four
years ago. I authored the National All Schedules Prescription
Electronic Drug Reporting Act
(NASPER)to combat this problem of"doctor shopping" across
state lines.
This legislation was signed
into law in August of 2005
and recently received $2 million in funding to begin implementation. While the program
will require several million
more dollars to run for the
long-term, I was pleased that
NASPER had, at long last,
received the funding that it
needs to begin operations and
start saving lives.
NASPER establishes a federal grant program to assist
states in the creation, improvement or expansion of Prescription Drug Monitoring Programs
and to foster the sharing of
prescription data electronically

among states. NASPER will
help states establish a uniform
electronic format for the reporting and sharing of prescription
data as well as uniform criteria for access to the data by
healthcare professionals and law
enforcement officials.
In order to curb prescription drug abuse for the longterm, we need to ensure that
our law enforcement officers
have the tools they need to
put drug dealers behind bars
and that our healthcare professionals have the resources necessary to stop drug addiction
before it begins.
NASPER is a powerful
weapon in the fight against
prescription drug abuse which
will allow interoperability
among state-run prescription
drug monitoring programs,
allowing them to efficiently
and effectively share information.
Stopping the "pill
pipeline" and putting an end
to the abuse of prescription
drugs continues to be one of
my top priorities in Congress.
1 have spent the past several years working to ensure
NASPER receives the federal
dollars it needs to he implemented, penning numerous letters to House leaders and officials in the administrations of
both President George W. Bush
and President Barack Mama.
I also spearheaded a congressional hearing examining
the importance of the program.
During the weeks and months
to follow, I will be working
to ensure NASPER receives all
the funding it needs to thwart
drug abuse and stop the flow
of prescription drugs across the
country.
Sincerely,
U.S. Representative Ed Whitfield, Washington, D.C.
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Downtown Saturday Market
will start this weekend

Jo's
Datebook
By Jo faurkeen
Community
Editor

COMMUNITY

e-snatl: jo.burkeent*murtayledgencom

.nniuersary

The Downtown Saturday Market's I 1 th
season will open Saturday from 7 a.m. to
noon on Murray's C'ourt Square.
Items on the market include homegrown
strawberries, tomatoes, lettuce, radishes,
cabbage, asparagus, green onions, plants,
herbs, Tilapia fish, fresh baked breads, rolls,
muffins, pies, cookies and organic plant food
and soil conditioner.
The market will continue each Saturday
through Oct. 24. For more information call
Murray Main Street, 759-9474 or Martha
Ails, market coordinator, 753-7222.

Workshop has few openings

There are a few openings for Dale Leys OnSite Drawing workshop scheduled for May II and 12 from 8:30
a.m. to noon at the Murray Art Guild, 500 North 4th St., Murray,
before setting up at designated location. MSU Prof. Leys will focus
on materials and techniques for drawing on site. For registration or
additional information contact the Guild at 753-4059 or e-mail murrayartguild@murray-ky.net.

Special event Friday
Vintage Rose & Murray-Calloway County Hospital are hosting
this special event on Friday from noon to 2 p.m. to raise money for
the Vera Bradley Foundation for Breast Cancer. Pink ribbons will be
sold for $5 at the MCCH Gift shop and Vintage Rose. Ribbons will
be personalized with their honoree's name and displayed at Vintage
Rose during the entire month of May. All participants will be eligible to win a Hope Garden Vera Bradley Bag.

MMS Boys Basketball
Murray Middle School Boys' Basketball will participate in summer league play. Any boy currently in grades 6 and 67 that plans to
tryout in he fall for the school steam and wants to pay this summer
should call 73-0229 by Saturday.

Street Fair at Jazz in the Park
The 12th annual Jazz in the Park will be Saturday beginning at
noon at the Central Park Amphitheater. Events include perfonmuices by jazz ensembles from Murray Middle, Paducah Middle,Graves
County Middle and Marshall County High School and this year's
headliner group, the DiMartino Ostend Jazz Orchestra (DOJO).
Performances begin at 12:30 p.m. with DOCO performing at 7 p.m.
A Street Fair featuring food, activities, games. inflatables and
booths from community organizations will be set up across the
street in the court House pavilion parking lot. In case of rain, the
event will move to Murray Middle. There is no admission fee.

National Prayer Day Thursday
Thursday will be National Day of Prayer. First Baptist Church
invites the public to a snack lunch at 11:45 a.m. in the Welcome
Center before walking to the court square to pray for the country
.and leaders. If you have not already signed up, reply to this e-mail
.address, diane.jorias@fbcmurray.org, or call the church office at
753-1854 to report whether you plan to attend.

Shrine Club will meet first Thursday
Murray Shrine Club and Daughters of The Nile will meet
Thursday at 6:30 p.m. at the club facilities located on Ky. Hwy. 121
North. Murray. A meal will be served. All members and prospective
members are invited.

TOPS Chapter will meet
TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library. For
information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173.

Narcotics group will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday from 7 to 8 p.m.
at St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or I 877-447-2004.

•. Rotary Club will meet
, Murray Rotary Club will meet Thursday at noon at Pagliai's
Pizza. For more information contact Lance Allison at 753-5171.

Purchase Chapter will meet
Purchase Area Chapter ot Kentucky Public Retirees will meet
Thursday at 10:30 a.m. at Pizza Inn. 1001 Joe Clifton Dr., Paducah.
for a combined luncheon and business meeting. All retirees of the
Kentucky Retirement System (Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton,
Hickman. Graves. Marshall. McCracken) and the Kentucky State
Police Retirement system are encouraged to attend. For information
call 1-270-898-7289 or 1-270-442-0389.

Mr. and Mrs. Herndon Sr. in 1959

Mr. and Mrs. Herndon Sr. in 2009

Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Herndon Sr. will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday. May 17,from 2 1o4 p.m. with a reception at their home, hosted by their children. All relatives and friends
are invited.
Mr. Herndon Sr. son of the late Fred and Roy Lee Herndon. and
the former Joan Mary McCafferty, daughter of the late Mark
Thomas and Lucille McCafferty. were married May II. 1959, in

Detroit. Mich
Mrs. Herndon Sr. is currently working at McGee Pest Control.
Mr. Herndon Sr. is retired from the United States Army and the city
of Murray.
They have two sons, R.F. Herndon Jr. of Paducah and Mark
Herndon of Clarksville, Tenn., one daughter. Noreen Wade of Water
Valley, seven grandchildren and one great-grandchild.

Get out and play in May at Lake Barkley State Resort Park
CADIZ,Ky. — It's May - the
first full month of springtime
and Lake Barkley State Resort
Park is celebrating with an
emphasis on kids, moms, and
getting outside!!!
On Saturday, May 9. an
Evening
of
Magic
and
Memories for all ages, will be at
7 p.m. Magician David Cottrell
will be at the Barkley
Convention Center for this 1hour "knock your socks off'
family show - $2 per ticket; $1
for kids 12 and under. Windows
on the Water Restaurant will be
open that evening, serving Chef
Hattie's scrumptious dinner buffet from 5 to 9 p.m.
For those hoping to take in a
little springtime air. Barkley
offers Backpacking 101 on
Saturday and Sunday. May 9-10
- a one-night guided backpacking trip for beginners and experienced trekkers alike. Tents.
sleeping bags/mats. backpacks.
cookware, and other necessary
gear is provided, as are the
guides and instruction, transportation to and from Land
Between The Lakes, three meals
(including a Sunday lunch buffet at the Lodge!), backcountry
permit, and an introduction of
Leave No Trace ethics.
The community-based group.
Friends of Lake Barkley State
Resort Park. invites you on an
Evening Sunset Cruise on
Thursday. May 14. The cruise
will board at 6 p.m. at Barkley
Marina and return by 9 p.m.;

CCHS Project Graduation plans event
The 2009 Calloway County High School Project Graduation will
have a rebate night today (Wednesday) at Nick's Family Pub.
Customers are asked to tell the cashier to put their receipts in the
Project Graduation Box.

MHS Class plans meeting
Murray High School Class of 2009 Project Graduation meeting
will be today (Wednesday) at 5:15 p.m. in the school cafeteria. All
senior parents and class sponsors are encouraged to attend.

MES Council will meet
Murray Elementary School Based Decision Making Council will
have a special called meeting Thursday at 8:45 a.m. in the conference room of the school.

•

Kentucky Dam Village State Resort
Park plans Arts & Craft Show
GILBERTSVILLE. Ky. -Kentucky Dam Village State
Resort Park in Gilbenssille will
be holding its annual Spring
Arts & Crafts Show on
Memorial Day Weekend May
23-24.
The show will be open 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m.(Central Time)on both
days. A juried arts and crafts

show, along with food, craft
demonstrations;and door prizes
will be featured.
There is no admission ty
parking fee. For more information, call Anthony Lawrence at
270-362-4271 or 1-800-3250146 ext # 430 or email:
Anthony.Lawrence@ky.gov

Garden Department will meet

The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
, Thursday at 9 a.m. at the club house to carpool to Paris. Tenn., to
View the garden of Jimmy Williams and have lunch at Fresh Market.
Those planning to attend are asked to call Peggy Nieschlag.

.•

refreshments are welcome. The
$15 per person cruise proceeds
will help kick-start the group's
efforts to assist the Park with
public events and similar projects. Pre-registration is required
by calling 800-325-1708. The
Friends of Lake Barkley State
Resort Park also invite anyone
who supports the Park to the
Monthly Friends of Lake
Barkley Gathering on Tuesday,
May 19, at 6 p.m. Community
involvement and public opinion
is sought for the group's efforts
of creating increased visitation,
volunteensm, and fun at Lake
Barkley throughout the year.
On the evening of Thursday,
May 21, Lake Barkley offers
Living on the Frontier, a handson program exploring the challenges that pioneers faced when
arriving in Kentucky. Offered
by State Park Naturalist
Emeritus John Tiemey, accompanied by Lelana Tierney, this
free 90-minute program offers
all ages a glimpse into the customs, crafts, practices of food
prep and preservation, traditional music, children's toys and
games, storytelling and more.
Lake Barkley also offers
plenty of opportunity for exploration, relaxation, and jubilation
of springtime! The Park's 8+
miles of trails offer hikers,
mountain bikers, and wildlife
watchers a chance to see wildflowers blooming, birds migrating, deer browsing, and fish
jumping. The 18-hole Boots

Citizen Advisory Committee to meet

The City of Murray Citizen Advisory Committee will meet today
(Wednesday) at 5 p.m. in the Council Chambers of City Hall, 104
North 5th St., to discuss updates to the Land Use, Community
Facilities and Transportation Elements of the Comprehensive Plan.
This meeting is open to the public and all citizens are invited to
attend and participate. For more information contact the Murray
Planning Department at 762-0330.

Writing portfolios available
' East Calloway Elementary School is making available to former
'students and/or their parents writing portfolios that were developed
prior to or during the 2003. 2004. or 2()04-2005 school year. Parents
and/or students may pick these portfolios up between 8 a.m. and 3
p.m. Monday through Friday. All unclaimed writing portfolios will
be destroyed after June 2, 2(X)9.

Local student
receives
honor award
CINCINNATI, Ohio — Cody
Rhew of Murray. Ky., has
accepted an award to attend
Xavier University in Cincinnati.
Ohio..
Rhew is the son of Catherine
8c Gary Rhew.
He will graduate from Murray
High School and plans to major
in history or English at Xavier.
All incoming freshmen are
evaluated for Xavier's Trustee
and Presidential Scholarships
and the Honor and Schawe
Awards and award levels vary.

T RE A T It E S

Randolph Golf Course provides
a scenic, relaxing roungil lawsond at the tees. Lake Barkley's
Fitness Center offers an indoor
pool, massage therapist, yoga
and fitness classes, sauna, steam
room, racquetball, weightlifting
equipment, and more!
For information on these
May events, future happenings,
or accommodations at lake
Barkley State Resort Park, call
1-800-325-1708
or
visit
http://parks.ky.gov.
Lake
Barkley is the largest state resort

park in Kentucky and features
Barkley Lodge, cabins and cottages, full-service Windows on
the Water Restaurant, a seasonal
campground, marina, fishing,
tennis courts, hiking trails, and
recreational and nature programming. The Park is located
at 3500 State Park Road in
Cadiz. Ky. From 1-24, take the
Highway 68 exit west toward
Cadiz.
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Bringing Hollywood to Murray
WEBSITE:
www moviesinmurray.com

21 HOB P11061Wil INFO: 7534311

ADVANCE
SHOWINGS

SPECIAL

STAR TREK
Thursday Night May 7th
6:55 p.m. & 9:50 p.m.
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with Vintage Rose & MCCH

Friday, May 8th • 12 pm-2 pm
yin age Rose

VERA BRADLEY FOUNDATION
BREAST CANCER AWARENESS EVEN
Refreshments. Food & Giveaways

University Square • 19th St.• 7594100
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DEFENDANTS.

The West one-half of the following lot. vox 56 feet off of the south side of Lot
Number 148 in Bolo. Addition to the town of Murray, Kentucky, and the plat
of same is recorded in Deed Book la Page 117, in the office of the Calloway
County Clerk The lot herein conveyed is the west half thereof
Except any interest in the coal, oil, gao and other mmeraln underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
rights and easements in favor of the estate of said coal, oil, gas and other minerals. if any
Being in all respecta the same property conveyed to Kendra Sanders by deed
from Randall Walls, et ox., dated September 17. 2007, of record in Book 714,
Page 238. in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or c-reda basis of 30 days,
but if sold on a credit of 30 days. the purchaser shall be required to deposit
with the commissioner one-third of the purchase price, with the balance to be
paid in two equal installments full within thirty .300 days. with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at 129. per annum loom the date of sale until paid.
and fully due and payable in thirty :30i days A hen shall be retained on the
property as additional security All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and
paid, but shall be sold subject to the current year ad valorem taxes

S BANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION ND

ALVIE L. GRANT

RANDALL PAYNE, TIFFANY PAYNE.
THE UNKNOWN SPOUSE. IF ANY, OF RANDALL PAYNE.
THE UNKNOWN SPOUSE, IF ANY. OF TIFFANY PAYNE:
LIEN SOLUTIONS, LLC. CITY OF MURRAY. CALLOWAY
COUNTY, COMMONWEALTH OF KENTI'CKY
DEFENDANTS

DEFENDAN'TS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on April 13, 2009. in the above cause to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $61,946 68. I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, May 15. 2009, at the hour of
10.00 a m local time, or thereabout, the following desertbed property located
in Calloway County, Kentucky with its address being 1301 Poplar Street,
Murray, KY 42071, and 'ming more particularly described as follows;

By virtue if a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on Apnl 13, 2009. in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $154,640 79. I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder. at public auction on Friday, May 15. 2009. at the hour of
10.00 a m local time. or thereabout the following described property located
in Calloway County. Kentucky. with it, address being '200$ Bnoilehaven Drive,
Murray, KY 42071. and being more particularly described as follows.

Being in the E B. irvan Addition to the Town of Murray, Kentucky, plat to said
Addition being of record in the office of the Clerk of Calloway County Court in
Deed Book 29, Page 3, the tract herein conveyed being described as a tract 104
feet East and West by 125 feet north and South located at the Southwest corner of the intersection cif Poplar and South 13th Streets, more particularly
described as follows

TRACT I A tract of land situated in the City of Murray. County of Calloway.
State of Kentucky, beings part of Lot #6. Block '11. Gateshorough Estates,
Unit II, partial replat as recorded in Plat Book 4, Page 18. and also being Lot
.6B of a Minor Subdivision Plat as recorded in Plat B,v,it 10. Card Sand further described as follows.

Beginning at the Northeast corner of Lot No 46 in the said E.B Irtan
Addition, said beginning point being the Southeast corner of Poplar and South
13th Street I inadvertently described as being the Southeast corner of said
intersection in 2 preceding deed;,

Beginning at an iron pin on the North right-of waa of Brookhaven Drive(50.
right-of-way', said point being the Southeast corner of Lot #7 of a partial replat
of Gatesborough Estates, Unit II and the Southwest corner of Lot 6B of the
above mentioned Minor Plat: thence along the east line of Lot #7. North 20
degrees 21' 39" East 159 31' to an iron pin. the Northeast corner of Lot #7 and
the Northwest corner of Lot MB. thence North 87 degrees 47' 32" East 14 00
to an iron pin at the Northwest corner of Lot #6A and in the centerline of a
ditch South 1 degree 04' 44' West 156.83 to an iron pin on the North right-of.
way line of Bmokhaven Drive, thence along said nght-of.way line and along
the arc of a curve to the left 39.62. said curve having a radius of 139.27' and a
chord which bears North 84 degrees
25" West 3949' to the point of beginning

thence, West with South line of Poplar Street 104 feet to the East line of Lot
formerly owned by Dr Conrad H Jones, now owned by Dewett Lane Brown, et

thence, South with said Brown East line 100 feet to the Northeast comer of
tract conveyed to Dewitt Lane Brown, et ax. by deed from Henry Erwin, et ox.,
dated July 31. 1968;
thence, continuing South with East line of said Tract Brown obtained from
Erwin for an additional 25 feet to a point I foot South of the North line of Lot
#45 in said E.B. Irvan addition,

TRACT II. Lot No 7, Block H. Unit No. 2 of Gatesborough Estates as shown on
the second partial replat in plat Book 4, Page 67, in the office of the Clerk of
the Calloway County Court.

thence, North with West line of South 13th Street 125 feet to the point of
beginning This tract is bounded on the South by tract described in Deed of
Correction from Henry Erwin. et al.. to Art Lee, et us . of record in Deed Book
119, Page 146

CHASE HOME FINANCE. LLC,

Being the same property conveyed to Randall Payne. et us., by deed dated
December 30. 2004. of record in Deed Book 577. Page 199. in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court.

Being the property conveyed to Aline L Grant by deed from Pamrrue B Henley.
dated October 6. 2006, of record in Deed Book 665. Page 524 in the office of
the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 08-CI-00535
PLAINTIFF,

VS NOTICE OF SALE
DEFENDANTS.

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on December 8, 2008. in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $57,592 54.1 shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County. Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, May 8, 2009. at the hour of
10,00 am local time, or thereabout, the following described property located
in Calloway County. Kentucky, with its address being 4020 Airport Road.
Murray, KY 42071. and being more particularly described
.
follows
2 93 acres and being further described as follows_ Beginning at a istake on the
East right of way of the Penny blacktop road, said stake being 16 rods North of
the center of a gravel road known as the Ellis Wrather Road. said gravel road
running East from the Penny blacktop, for a beginning point. thence. East with
Doyle Pierre's fence and North line 9 18 chains to a stake, thence, North and
parallel with the Penny blacktop road 3.20 chains to a stake thence West and
parallel with Doyle Pierce's North line 9 18 chains to a stake in the East right
of way of the Penny blacktop road. thence South with the East right of way of
Penny blacktop 3 2C. chairo to the point of beginning
Thi, deed conveys a tract 3 20 chain, North and South and 9 18 chaino East
and West
SAVE AND EXCEPT Approximately 1.9376 acres mor or less deeded to
Morgan Cunningham recorded on the 31st day of March, 1994, in Deed Book
201, Page 127. in the office of the Clerk of Calloway County and described as
follows: Legal description of a tract of land situated in the County of Calloway.
State of Kentucky, being a part of the Northwest Quarter of Section 32.
Township 3, Ranged East, and being further described as followo. Commencing
at an iron pin 30' East of the centerline of Kentucky Highway #783 Penny'
Airport Road), said iron pin being 271.93' North of the centerline of the Ellis
Weather Road. thence, South 80 deg 39 47" East 206 25 to an iron pin in the
Doyle Pierce North boundary line and the Point of Beginning thence, from said
point of beginning. North 9 deg 01 00" East 211 20'. thence South 80 deg 39
47.West 399 63 to the point of beginning
This tract contains 1 9376 acre., but is subject, however, to all roadways and
easements of record
This tract lies immediately East of the now. and 1 000 acre tract described
Tract II Said 1 000 acre tract is being retained by Ashton Wagner
Except any interest in the coal, oil, gas and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
right, and easements in favor of the estate of said coal, oil, gas and other minerals, if any
Being the same property conveyed to Michael Mohler by deed from Susan F
Farthing. dated June 29, 2006. of record in Deed Book 651, Page 373. in the
office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit beats of thirty
.30. daps but if sold on a credit of thirty i 300 days. the purchaser shall deposit
with the comrnisstoner one-third01/30of the purchase price and execute bond
with good and sufficient surety for the remainder, in two equal installments
with good and sufficient surety, bearing interest at 129' per annum from the
date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty days A lien
shalt be retained on the property as additional security All delinquent taxes, if
any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the property shall
be sold subject to the current ad valorem taxes

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty
i 100 days, hut if sold on a credit of thirty 130: days, the purchaser shall deposit
with the Commissioner ten percent 110%, of the purchase price and execute
bond with good and sufficient surety for the remainder, bearing interest at 1270
per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable within
thirty days A hen shall be retained on the property as additional security All
delinquent taxes, if any shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner,
but the property shall be sold subject to the current ad valorem taxes

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty
(301 days, but if sold on a credit of thirty 1300 day., the purchaser shot] deposit
with the Commissioner ten percent 110%i of the purchase price and execute
bond with good and sufficient surety for the remainder, bearing interest at 1270
per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully doe and payable within
thirty days. A hen snail be retained on the property ELS additional security. All
delinquent taxes if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner.
but the property shall be sold subject to the current ad valorem taxes

This 21st day of April. 2009
Respectfully submitted
MAX W PARKER
Master Commisomner
Calloway Circuit Court

This 21st day of April. 2009
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

060
Notke

LEGAL NOTICE
In accordance with Chapter 65 and 424 of the
Kentucky Reseed Statutes, the following Information and supporting data may be inspected bi
the general public at the Dexter-Aimo Heights
Water District, 351 Alms Rd , Almo, KY 42020
during regular business hours on the lot - lOth
day of each month
Dexter-Alma Heights Water District
Board Members
ChairpersoniComnuosioner
Joe Dan Taylor
97 Cecil Taylor Lane
Almo, KY 42020
TreasurerCommissioner
Gene Outland
970 Aline Road
Almo, KY 42020
Secretary/Commissioner
Pat Paachall
75 Lindsey Lane
Almo. KY 42020
SUMMARY FINANCIAL STATEMENT
Dexter-Almo Heights Water District
For Fiscal Period
January 1, 2008 to December 31, 2008
Beginning Club Balance
January 1, 2008
57.789
Receipts:
Water Revenues
Other Reoenues
C,ontrib in Aid of Constr
Proceeds of Short.Term
Line of Credit - Advances
Interest
Total Receipts

PLAINTIFF

VS NOTICE OF SALE

thence. East, parallel with North line of said Lot 104 feet to the West line of
South 13th Street right-of-way,

This 21st day of April, 2009
Respectfully submitted,
.MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

$206.944
6,640
12.250
20,740
14
$246,588

Expenditures:
Water ['cirrhoses
78,801
System Operation & Maint
54.415
Administrative Costs
34.392
Additions to Waterworlui Syst. 18,082
Equipment Additions
16,842
Debt Retirement . Principal & 1st 28.260
Total Expenditures $ 230,792
Ending Cash Balance
December 31. 20118
S2,3 585

our

This 14th day of April, 2009
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commiasioner
Calloway Circuit Court

('OURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Actior, NO. 08-C1-00557

VS NOTICE OF SALE

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on April 13, 2009, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $60,159 13, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County. Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday. May 15 2009, at the hour of
10.00 a m., local time. or thereabout, the following described property located
in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 409 North Fifth Street,
Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly desenbed as follows

MICHAEL MOHLER.

CI IMMONWEALTII OF KENTI'(KY

PLAINTIFF,

PLAINTIFF,

010
Legal
Notice

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTL CRY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 09-CI-00014

VS NOTICE OF SALE
KENDRA SANDERS

010

Maim

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 09-CI-00048
CHASE HOME FINANCE LLC

0I0

0111
Lanai
Nalco

Oka

5

WEDNESDAY
MAY 6,2009

All line ads placed In
paper are posted on cur
waboito tor tree!

Notics

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75,00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
th• first insertion of
their ad for any error
Murray Ledger 8
Times will be responsible for only one
incorrect insertion
Any error Should be
reported trnrnedletlely so corrections can
be made
Penny Grocery
Museum
3138
Poor Farm Rd
)0 min tours $5
Through May.
Sat I I-6, Sun 1-e
R C . Moon Pies.
Chips
293-0348

Nap Woad

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk, Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
a,

TT

dIflfl

fritrOntentt rime
morn AT TIN
RC( AT 91141
CALL TO SCIOCPUI.0
YOUR cvorr TOPAY

TOM'S Grille is now
hiring
experienced
cooks.
bussers
&
cashiers Apply in person after 1.00pm
Drivers Local & Reg
Great Pay &
Benefits Pd Vac
Bonuses Tarp Pay
CDL-A w,1yr recent
Flatbed Exp
888-567-4860

NI. 11 lit NI
Nicuctit

lug

tvuter tin Shoop*,
osi NItirrai ytet40
outiguittg person for
0nel-time tam*.
Entail resume to
ricochetsfun ,
ceolerca. gmail.ciont

:MOM WILL LVVE IT:
:vvvvvvvipirr:
Give her a subscription to the
MI RR Al

Brandon
(270)348-4413

LEDGER &TRIES

Ii

I

Lest and FOUnd
LOST: 2 male Beagle
dogs. $100 Reward,
New Concord area,
male,
no
collars
Please call 436-5806.

Local Mall
Home Deliver,' 11
I 3 mo. .......
.
135 00
I 6 mo.
j
1 yr.- --510.00 i 6
"
1 -----)W.UU
I LIYT.--•••••••4110.00 II
I

Rest of KY/TN
1P
.
41‘ rat A. R1Sl
3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr..........

136:8(W:have extra room in

I Check
1

your home and your heart?
Omni Visions is seeking great foster parents for
youth and for adults with intellectual disabilities.
Classes starling now, Great 24,7 support.
above average tax free compensation.
the agency of first choice.

$70.50
$90.00
5120.00

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 too._...
6 mo..
$96.00
I

Money Order

Visa

MX

Name

I St. Addre,s
I

City

I State

Zip_

Daytime Ph

To foster youth, call
Elizabeth at 270-210-6907.
To foster adults. cal
Stephanie at 270-452-1229
or visit our website at
www omnivisions corn

Mad thi,(minor) s th pa,rnent too
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Bo: 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916
I.

CLASSIFIEDS

2B • %Sednesda,. %Ias 6. 2009
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PEPS/ M/DAMeRICA

06-01-09 to 12-31-09 KY/0377390(7 openings!
AEO TOBACCO HAZEL. KY
06-10-09 to 12-20-09 K Y410377152 (6 openings)
GARY HERNDON FARMS HAZEL KY
06-01-09 to 01-10-10 KY10376944 (24 openings)
GARY BRAME *2 KIRKSEY. KY
06-20-09 to 12-20-09 KY*0376904(6 openings)
EDWARDS FARM HAZEL. KY
06-01-09 to 1-15-10 KY1KY0377451 (8 openings)
GAG TOBACCO ASSOCIATION MURRAY. KY
06-15-09 to 12-20-09 KY110376998 (2 openings)
DAN WINTERS MURRAY. KY
06-10-09 lot 2- 15-09 KY:0377523 1.13 oPerlfregs)
SAS AG ASSOCIATION MURRAY KY
Tobacco,Farm Laborer'Nursery Laborer Wage
El 255800 hr 54 contract noses guaranteed All
tools and equipment at rx, charge Housing provided
tor those beyond commuting at no Cost Transponation
arid subsistence pay after 50"x of contract completed
t,ansportation daily to worksite Apply for this lob at
Me nearest office of stale workforce agency iii this
state using job order numbers above with a copy of
Ibis advertisement Subpect to random drug lest at
employers cost

The CDL Truck
Driving Program
(Located in Mayfield, KY)
• Complete in lust 18 days!
• Lowest tuition in the area
• College credit available
• OTR. regional or local jOb assistance available
• WIA & VA approved!
New classes beginning now!

1-888-503-5151 or (270) 247-9159
C t. T,aining Services 8 Consumng op our contractor

WEST KENTUCKY COMMUNITY &TECHNICAL COLLEGE
to provide me COL Truck Dmong Program

CDL Tratring Senoces is licensed by the Kvitucky State
Board 01 Propnetary Education
littp Irtrelntng weetkeneucky-lieSesedultruekdrholng.enent

West Kentucky
kEr,'

cnearatnatv

Tr

Marketing Intern
Four Rivers Clinical Research, Inc.,
located in Paducah, KY is seeking a
PAID summer marketing intern.
The ideal candidate would be a 2nd
or 3rd year marketing or
communications major.
Interested candidates should send a
Cover Letter, Resume and Writing
Sample to:
Brent lbata, PhD JD MPH
Four Rivers Clinics; Research, Inc.
225 Medical Center Drive
Suite 305
Paducah, KY 42003
bibata@FourRiversResearch com
060
Help Wanted

BRIT-I-HAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for a full-time afternoon LPN position.
We a!so offer an
excellent benefit package. Must be licensed
in the State of
Kentucky. Apply in
person at Bhtthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE

DELIVERY DRIVER
end TANKSETTER
,
Mu"ay ra,
for a loom prop.,.-bobtruch Onus- a- I I
set-installer Must hare
COL-HazMat wrfanke,
E)(coon, pay great bone
firs Please call 753-7485
or TOM tree for Warren at
1-800-874-4427 err 142 or
ernal. htrn at
wvarrivyck Cuipgas co,

060
Help Ihillad

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
'help wanted- section
on our c lassifieds
wehpage at
murray ledger com.
you will he redirected
to lobnet work corm
By default.
Murray and local job
lusting, will appear on
this website
1-14DINesCf. as J national
v.etwie. nor all listings
on the inainetwork coot
are !shied through
the Murray ledger
Az limes Please call
us it you trace any
questionr regarding
the Murray area
1..h listings Thank you

060
Ilet

Hifi Iotitithidit.
Thr Litt. Rehert&
ThIllsday, Mdy 7. 2009 (,/ 10:00 dill

GRAM 4TES. 4 CLASS 1C7'

Deadline for
letters is
May 16th
zt
Cost is SS
per message.
Wo more

Best of luck in
yourfuture,
We are wry proud of you! than 20

words.
School logo
Will be

Love,
Mom & Dad

gitt

MURRAY

LEDGER&TIMES
CLASSIFIER DEPARTMENT
753-1Ir16

waved

/
kt 10,1°'Ittikt

o

0
1
"ft

MARKETING
Pleasant voices for
easy phone work
No selling.
Full/Part-time
Work Monday-Friday • 'From simple to ele,i_taitt, Let
$7-$16 per hour
gothix make it simply deedan
Paid Weekly
justfor you.
762-9900

41110

MURRAY
Best
Western is looking for •
Part-time front desk
and
housekeepers
Experience preferred
No phone calls please
PAINTING contractor
is recruiting expert.
enced
professional
Journeymen painters
Must have 4-years proleTssonal
painting
experience. Position
Includes benefit plan
including
Health.
Retirement & paid
vacations. To
apply call 753-6895 &
leave voice message
No walk in applicants
accepted. This company :s an equal opportunity employer.
SEEKING: Part-time
minister of music &
worship; blended Style
with expenence it
MIA-media creative
worship Responsible
for a comprehensive
worship ministry that
includes all ages, with
a particular focus on
leadership of large
adult choir as well as
praise team and musicians. Applicant
should possess the
character, skills and
personality to lead others in meaningful worship experiences
through a variety of
ways Westside
Baptist (SBC) is a progressive congregation
with average attendance of 500. Submit
resume to 207
Robertson Road
South. Murray, KY
42071 before June 1.
2009.
TELEMARKETERS/S
ALES representatives:
part-time or full-time.
Energetic and outgoing, excellent phone
skills pnmary tob
responsibility is to
make phone calls to
current and new customers. Previous telemarketing or sales
experience preferred;
www.pecoproducts.co
mSena resume to
PECO Products. LLC.
PO-Box 363. Murray.
KY 42071 or
info pecoproducts.co
TREE service looking
experience
for
climber/bucket truck
operator Must have
climbing experience
474-0323. 227-3140

nir

gothix

(270)293-5644
Bernira Bart;orka (Charlie)

gothizjewefry.rwe6.com

GOOD used carpeting
air cond. eiec. base
board & gas heaters,
elec range, refrigerator, storm windows,
etc.753-4109

MANAGER SPECIAL
11111i
A 2009 2 BEDROOM 2
BATH
WITH APPLIANCES .
FURNITURE
SOFA CHAIR.00EFEE
TABLE AND
DINETTE
DELIVERY
AND
ANCHORED
$28.995
731-584-9429

•

MAIN STREET
FURNISHINGS
401 Maple St.
We sell new
used furniture at
great deals.
(270) 761-7653
TOP quality
consignment furnrture,
accessones and
antiques
Read Intarlors
603 Main St
753-6361

REDUCED
1999
Fleetwood,
16x70
2BR, 28A. all appliincluding
ances
garbage disposal, covered porch, metal storage building, carport
Located Fox Meadows
731-247-3046
USED 14X 80
WITH
WASHER &
DRYER
AND APPLIANCES
DELIVERY AND
ANCHORED
$14,500
CALL 731-584-9429

ram ispapaseil
ANTIQUE logs, hand
hewn, old corn crib
2.000 plus board feet
Must be torn dowr
731-247-3070

6 Rhino finish mower
$800 :2701293-2293
2"s0

Upright Yamaha piano
model M2A. $1,300
406-431-3735.
Battery source for all
small engines
•ATV's •Motorcycles
•Waveranners
We sell for less,
270
7396
FOUR plots in Murray
Memorial
Gardens
$685 each
406-431-3735

Gill:,
Pit

or 753-235()
KITCHEN table &
chairs w matching
hutch, computer desk,
weight bench. All on
great condition. Call
762-0997, 293-1215.
KOI & Gold fish. 6" to
15" long. $5.00 each.
2340 Kirksey Rd. 4896166. 871-1795.
SONY Flat Panel TV's
Full line of all Sony flat
panel TV's. All the
newest makes and
including
models
Best
Sony's
XBR
series. On display for
free delivery & set-up.
custom
surround
sound installation also
available. Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated.
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
action.
Murray
Electronics, Inc.. corner of 8th and Arcadia.
www.murrayelectronicsinc.corn
(270)753-7567.

Homes For Sob
—OWNER Finance"'
16x80, 28R, 2BA.
$2,950 down, $460
month. 55 Jessica
Lane. Call 753-1011
1993 3BR, 2BA on
rented country lot
$14,000. 227-3623
AGED HOME CLOSE
OUTIIIII/
3 BEDROOM 2
BATHS, FIREPLACE,UPGRADED
KITHCHEN.THERMOPANE WINDOWS,PICTURE
WINDOW,1680
SQUARE FEET.
REDUCED 410,000.
A MUST
SEE!?
CAMDEN T
ENNESSEE
HOME BUYERS
COULD RECEIVE UP
TO $8000
REBATE. CALL 731584-9429 FOR
DETAILS
AT CLAYTON
HOMES
CAMDEN
TENNESSEE
HOME BUYERS
COULD RECEIVE UP
TO $8000
REBATE. CALL 731584-9429 FOR
DETAILS
FISHERMAN SPECIAL
IN KENTUCKY LAKE

14X80
AREA
2 BEDROOM 2 BATH. ALL
APPLIANCES AND
MENNONITE Lady win
WASHER &
take care of your loved
DRYER DELIVERY
ones 731-782-6199
AND ANCHORED
BRING YOUR FISHING POLE AND
[7
ADP "cu
CHECKBOOK!!!!
LARGE
14 500 CALL 731-584MDM COMPUTERS
SELECTION
9429
Service/Sales
USED APPLIANCES
GOT LAND"
RepairsUpgrades
WARD ELKIN'S,
Qualify for SO DOWN
759.3556
ON A NEW
sU E South nth St
140
HOME
Wont h Buy
Cali for free
approval
731-584-9429
ANT1OUES, Call Larry
753-3633
USED 14 X 80
Antique Duncan Phyte
WITH AC AND APP
CASH paid for
sofa $1,000 Antique
LIANCES
good, used guns
Victorian chair and
DELIVERY AND
Benson Sporting
matching marble top
ANCHORED
Goods. 519 S 12th.
coffee table $700 both
$14,500
Murray.
406-431-3735
CALL 731 584 9429
HOME cleaning servic
es 227-7129

AUCTION LOCATION: Audios TAI Br Hsid Al Re Noes Rea Etta* Audios Flaky
^4., 4
35 ST RI 45Wel %WOW 4r heel kiss Carol Padua Pairray ae 09 na El
WirsIietsPaoucai,: Tier NOM OreplIen 45 Fob. Maw 451.2nve'iLt Site Ffeelle.24.3e.
err!'
,1 • .
DUAL TTY ANTIQUE FURIMT RE(SOME VICTORIAN 8,-FONCHI
GLASSWARE • 0llIEN.TA. ITEMS • FIREARMS• TOOLS
Slf MING if, Sit VIRPLATE ITEMS e OIL PAINTINGS • TRAILER

placed on ad.

Apply Todayl Attn. Aaron Whitaker
1531 US Hwy 641 N. Benton, KY 42025
(270) 527-5068
bentonhrmgr0popelmiclamerIca.corn
Peps. M,dArnefk-a i5 an Equal Doport,nay E mooyer

I

1 BR apt, venous loa
cations Coleman RE
Move in free days
753-9898
1 BR, void. dw. stove &
refrigerator. $350 WI
deposit. 1619 B Chris
Dr. 753-4219.
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109
1BR & 2BR apartments
available. Great loca
lion. 1 year lease. 1
month deposit. no pets
753-2905
2 BR apt near MSU
Move in free days
Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR Duplex, C/H/A, all
appliances newly
remodeled, 1003-B
Northwood.
(270)753-0259
2BR duplex, nice,
C/1-1/A, appliances furnished. Various locations Coleman RE
753-9898
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3BR. 2Ba duplex.
Great location Quiet
neighborhood C/H/A,
all appliances. carport,
porch 1800 A Valley
Dr. $700/mo.
753-5344.
908 Hillwood Dr. 2bedrooms, 1 -bath
apartment $410/mo
Water & trash pick-up
included
(270)227-3331
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applica
lions for 1 & 2br units
Rent based on income
Mobility
impairment
Phone:
accessible.
492-8721. Mon
&
Thurs
10-12am. TDD No,
1-800-648-6056 Equal
Housing Opportunity.
HAZEL New one bedroom Apt;0
water, sewer, trash,
electric included
$550/mo
(270)492-8211
LARGE 3BR apt.
newly remodeled, on
campus. C/H/A, W&D,
$600- 2 people, $6753 people, water,
sewage & trash furnished, no pets.
(270)293-3710
LARGE nice 1BR all
appliances 270-7595885, 270-293-7085

2BR, patio, no pets
$355/mo 293-6070

TOWNHOUSES
for
rent 3 & 4 BR 2 5 BA,
refrigerator,
oven,
stove washer & dryer
included
Close to
Murray State $630$840 a month First
month 1/2 off Call
270-348-0458

4 BR, 2 BA, all appliances Move in free
days Coleman RE
753 9898

11---71:131-.
„AteNter HI Land Markihna r

lour Prosissyna.lAiiciiiiml,,,

320
Aportriwits For Rent

28R, Bedford stone
duplex w/ range, ref.,
dw 1810 Westwood
606-561-5133

3 BR duplex Coleman
RE 753-9898

RItt;i14,111?;;I
_

-

outawA r GARDEN
APARTM
05. Thutoad Dr • Murrol

DOWNS
42071

270-753-8556
MO 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283
ONE MONTH FRF.E RENT WITH I YEAR LEASE
One and Two Bedroom Apartment,
Central Heat A Au-• ACCEPTIVG 4PPLICATI0VC
• I P51-4
Silt 51 1 2

rlouses For Net

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
C vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Weonesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

apilitincitts _
'
s all

NEW 2 bdr. 1 ba. all
appliances, 5400 plus
deposit Ref.. no pets
753-1059
NICE 3BR, 2BATH
home wonderful
neighborhood, in town
$750.00 month
(270)556-8021
360
Storage %Mali
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

his

41-1,

As IN)'h. i"
VERY nice 2BR. 2BA.
many extras, including
all
appliances
&
garage. 902 A N 20th
St_ Available June 1st
$650. 753-5344
VERY nice 2BR. all
appliances. 270-7595885, 270-293-7085.
Houses For Rent

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m_ M-F
\
111t1.

1 WI '\
MIL \

2 BR. very nice
Coleman RE
753-9898
283 Bedroom houses
Lynn Grove, Murray
94East. lease &
deposit required
753-4109
2-BD, Brick, appl-furnished Lease &
deposit No pets
(270)753-0728
(270)994-3308
3BR, 2BA, Hardwood
floors, newly remodeled. 701 Broad St
$500 month, no pets
293-3710
ALMOST new 3 BR 2
BA log home in Blood
River area Very pnvate setting $650!Mo
with 1 year
lease.References
required Call CryeLeike Realty Services
270-761-5700

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.
of 121 S. & Glendale.
IMO $25 10:15 SA
12701 436-2524
12701293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
-We sell boxes,
*We rent U Hauls

CLOSE to campus,
4BR, washer/dryer.
$700 monthly
(270)705-2817
(2701436-5085

need ion;ru'here
iir)I's y 0111 414

(1M)7534113

GREEN Acres is currently hiring for the following position:
LPN/RN,10p-6a. Thur
& Fri Apply in person
at Green Acres Health
Care. 402 W. Farthing
St.. Mayfield. KY
42066

R

(

ABsc

Let your graduate know how proud you
are of their achievements by placing your
graduation line to be published in our
Graduation Tab on May 21, 2009

MERCHANDISING POSMONS
Pepsi MidArnerica .6 seeking iocal enthusiastic individuals to won! at the store level
and help bond customer relations in tete Murray Mayfield Benton Pnnceton aid
Marino Kentucky areas Job requires maintenance of m-store L.1'14.14 space inventor,
and displays Candviates must De able to lie up to 50 Itys (hay require evening ano
weekend won) and must have reliable transportatior,
ROUTF Eat e5tacragne4
Pepsi MrdArnerica currently has Route &ties opportanibes available !I you wouln
like to represent PMA in the delivery merchandising and sales execution of Peps,
products the Pepsi-Cola sales department is what you are looking tor Employees
will receive professional classroom training COL certification and on the lob traininy
Good candidates must have a strong desire to succeed in a last paced environment
TERRITORIAL SALES REPRESENTATIVE
Peps, MidArnerica is aLt-eptirg applications tor candidates interested in pining Our
sales team We are looking for passionate inctrinduals with a background in sales
and or management that would like to represent PMA or the selling trade manage
merit and execution of our extensrve line ol quality products Candidates should bu
see-motivated goal oriented and have leadership qualifies Bachelors degree pre
ferred
At Peps! Ps4dArrienca we otter 401K Health Insurance Paid Vacation
and opportuney for advancement'

TOAPORAFIf risifiTiCULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR

11urray Ledger & Times

ww.murraykyapartments.com
270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer, trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS!

We Offer:
All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
.912

Avc. • 753 :3353

CLASSIFIEDS

Murraa Ledger 8. I antes

[ca-oft-d

For Sale

tilling

ImetaCullite

•itvesle• •Ktutioato.,

decorated
5
lot Low 200s
7 67-2246

941 Walston Road
FsEn)- Tastefully decorated 2,050 sti. it

•Neesurt onibt•Itel
•SV
I,.• WI.'t
1444r4t JAE n•-•41...
,
i•

221.2621
4-o5

New 1-4

;
bedroom. 2 bath, large shady lot. Maio,
updates. large living/dining room plus den
garage 4+ cars. move in ready $179,00(1

Bedroom hornet)

In Riverneid
EARN&
klat.t Jennbis

753-0194

24:3-7872

(AA) Government

Funds available
for 1st time buyers who own land
or have family land!
Zero down, easy financing!
(270) 443-6737

Fokle
40x40 metal building,
nsulated, gas heal
Located
406
1/2
Sunbury C xice
270-436-2935
5,000 sq ft
for lease
2 commercial
pool tables 70°.
oft Price
negotiable
97A-0742

11

III
ilus
ets

CHURCH WIDE

Dexter, KY
Thurs,
May 7th

ALL NEW WATERFRONT LAND SALE
Sat & Sun May 16 &
17
3.01 AC LAKEFRONT
Only $99,900
Includes private
Boat Dock!
Spectacular Kentucky
Lake. Excellent owner
financing,
Call now 1-800-7043154

FALWELL
ESTATES
Robertson Rd. South
Now selling lots.
(270)753-9250
falwellestates.com

11:00AM-2:00PM

HUGE INDOOR

16 acres, good building
sites, road frontage on
two sides West of
Murray Price or quick
sale 293-5215

YARD SALE
HAR DIN

183
I-F

COMMUNITY
BUILDING

460
Homes For Saki

THURSDAY &

Wrangler

Hard top, 4-cylinder. 4speed, lots

of extras

$3.500
(270)873-7368

2000 Dodge Caravan,
silver, good-condition.
$2,650
489-2624
after-pm.

wok.

71 Ford Truck F-150
(270)293-2293

88 HP Johnson trim 8
till, trolling motor, fishing seats, bimini top

270-753-7805

•

kl&M
ILAWN 5fRVICE
Moiming,fklanicuring,
IlindscaPing & _
leaf Vac,uuming '
Satisfaction guaranteed

7

1116 "r27

11

YOUR AD

couLn BE
H ERE FOR
ONLY $S.00
'- A MONTH
CALL- 1534916
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
•Sagging floors
•Roof Leaks
•Sheetrocic
•Decks
No lob too small

7:00-4:00

This 1x1.5

24 HOUR maws

itrol

per month.

753-9562
293-8377, 436-2867
Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning. hauling, etc

38R. 2BA new construction.
Campbell
Estate Great price
Call for appt
753-3966. 293-9747

and
has

I Mill CORD
al NM FOit
$75,00 a MOEN
1 753-1916

Res.. Corn . & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

Up to 20 words.
(270)753-1916

908 Hillwood Dr 6
plex of 2-bedrooms
and 1 -bath apts Each
apt = 750/sq.ft. Great
investment.
(270)227-3331

Insured

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
Out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work
CONCRETE tnishirg.
Driveways, sidewalks.
etc 752-0500,
753-2663

4111144411111p-ti,6 -F-4711#44`i
op

Need To SO Your Car,
Truck or SIN?

OF1)

Up To 20 Words

41111

$3.60 Loch

Additional Day

41iiiik • ndividual Sales Only
-t •40

,0110

dipi
11;!t

Fr

$13.25 One Day

'
,Slump Removal 'All modern epquipmeni
.24 hour emergency service -Licensed & Insured

Ron Frame Jr.
Res: 270-474-0323• Cell: 270-227-3140
'No lob Is complete until customer is satisfied'

Weed

11 \ 1 l'••,%Va,,ll
\1‘\
1 \I
D&M Lawn Care
227-8575

HOUSTON
I
,

• %veal!, & spe). oil pickups
• locally ou fled/operated

759.1151.293.27113
293-27m

arm]

11.11iiilh.o (.1 .mic

270-22J -3574
hotjstonefsc51cc.corn

3301 111.Rt.'121N

wee

\141.4)h

ROOFING
Siding,
encing. decking, paint
rig, carpenter Free
estimates Double-H
Construction 270-8897262. 270-719 0217

McGREW SIDING
& WINDOWS, INC.
Save up to 30°C
up to $1.500 on
approval
replacement
windows Call for

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
Dozer, back hoe, and
truck
hoe
work
Installation and repair
on septic systems
Now offering septic
tank pumping
978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8725 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

114 NA

2004 GMC. dark blue
grey interior, V-8, PW,
PB, one-owner, good
conditon. low miles
garage kept Call 0000000

N11 RRAY

LEDGER&TIMES
1001 Whitnell Ave.•753-1916

WO4%4E6

4
11-t

Asson.-,

4i
4

sources reliable. but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at

rues

mentioned herein
are believed to be rep

utable The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibil
ily whatsoever for their

BARRY JAMES
ELECTRONICS

David's Home
improvement
11.0

MOWING & Trimming.
Reliable
scheduled
lawn maintenance. Any
size yard in town or
county. Tee trimming,
shrubs, mulch etc.
available. Call Steve
767-91 78
If \kr..
‘tciimiikk,
.

FuTRELL S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal,
stump grinding, firewood Insured 4892839

•tr..

•13.riki

•

NI411

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
1

,,r, 0,

REuBEN'S Lawn Care
Serving Calloway &
Marshal! County. Local
and dependable. Free
Estimates
293-2797

(270) 293-8688
(270) 489-2069
RILEY

ROOFIN

arid
metal roof
F rep
(270)148-1032
(270)409-2907
1ST Lawn Care
(2701293-0468

...vv990A
..A

E

&

activities
TUCK
pointing &
repair All types masonry brick stone block.
No job too large or too
small. 9 L Blalock
906-6391, 873-2139.
Free Estimates.
ICOMRAN

,

Ken 0 (7311363-5471

WILL mow lawns
Adult-owned & operat
ed. 978-5655

Water Damaged Fix
Braces 8 Fit)Or
Rernocleiinq S PluHt

Quicker, Better.
Cheaper!
• r

KEN'S Drywall &
Painting Custom
Drywall & Painting,
small or large Cat

•114,‘V IS .

2711-753-2279

THE Murray Ledger 8
Times considers its

their own risk Although
Persons and cornea,

all
siding & window
needs
Licensed & Insured
(270)293-2494

753-8087

(270) 227-9212

Horoscope
1990 2411 pontoon
boat Riveria Cruiser.

Hill Electric

TATE A AUCTION

BRUSH & Hammer
Painting, flails &
repairs decks preswashed and
sure

Sr Alt "di1111.!

Since 1986

141

Now eve to wolves' you
Hoene office garage apt
yard.pat* business
Cleaning & organizing dos
its etc Decorating acces
sonzrog & staging Dont tor
get your outdoor apace I do
flower contacers Into those
special occasions or just
because
Call 270-293-2153

Tree Maintenance 8 Debris Removal
'Trees shapea !rimmed
reryoveo

blade work
H-436-5277
C -978-0543

H.11111111!

SPECIAL!!!

for ONLY $85

IIIL

Itros.

Wed Trudo

FRIDAY

could he yours

.“
1 ,,

bushogging

759-0501
753-1537

RAIN OR SHINE

CHAviS REAL •

25 years exp
Free Estimates
270-804-8439

MN

Lalo Progeny

Methodist
Church

`at,irtinci it
moontod

93 Jeep

Dexter-Hardin

5161 Radio Rd,

ALLEN'S Painting
Interior. Exterior

11

u'r

f or hotly, ...elan.. a-ilk Fair
I honing Ada,tetinir
rtmrnF, tttllt
\Sail 01111w1
k.-r Si. •
l•sile lifE

RESIDENTIAL building
lots.
Located
on
Sunset, Williams &
Lomond
Loch
in
Murray. (731)247-4161
between
7:30am4:00pm, Mon-Sat,

ALL Carpentry
.Remodeling
-Screened Porches
•Garages
•Water & Termite
Damage
•Oecks
*Hornet Mobile Home
Repair
Larry Nimmo
227-0587
753-2353

USED TIRES

Call 753-5606

CI

ALL &round house

washing Wash hous...
vinyl, oecks, fences
and more For tree
estimate call 270-8732263

t,

1'11 \LI

VM will Iknowingl• ateept aro
advertising he reef euate which
IN WI in violation 01 the law
perwm• are hereby unharmed
that all dwellings adrertesed tn
available Ill an equal opportu
nits bast.

YARD SALE

.0.

2001
Kawasek
Concours Z01000 low
miles like new. $3,800
or best otter 752-0500

Statr laun forbid discnminahon
in the .41e, rental or ad vern•ang
of real estate based on radon in
addition to those protected
under Federal law

AKC Great Dane pup
pies, shots & wormed
fawns-blacks. $800
$100 deposit 270-978
6609
AKC Shih-Tzu female
puppy.
Shots
&
wormed $275
293-9470
DOG Obedience
436-2858
FREE to good home
female lab mix adult,
housebroken
Good
with kids
(270)227-9421
GOLDEN
Retriever
puppies $250
753-5904
GREAT Dane puppies
Parents on site. Have
papers Vet checked &
wormed. Born March
9th. $400 435-4250
SHIH-TZU AKC, MALE
puppies
$250 Call
afternoons
270-251-0310

)wn

Murray I edger & rime. Fair
Housing Act %Mite
511 reai estate :eiient-tHi hrreir
subrist to the 1-rd•-ral lair
Housing Ait, 1,1111+ Make, It
tilltSJI lit mistrty, an
peter
ewe limitation or docrinursi
bon hatted to race color religion, at handicap, laTtlai sta
tus or national origin or intention to make AM ouch prefer
once. limitations or de.crimina
hor

e t

BRANDON S Outdoor
Service Lawns shrubs

MURRAY Estates 3
BR
BA
25

II
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SITE prep. utilities &
construction
demo
materials for contractors & home owners
bank gravel, limestone
fill dirt, sand. top soil &
shoreline
materials
Parker Excavating LLC
293-3252
VIC Enterprises
Masonry, brick, stone,
roofing
210-5324
436-6211

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service Free estimates Phone
436-2562 227-0267

Free Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger &
Times
First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls

by Jacqueline Bluer

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, May 7, 2009:
You often waiver about which way to go when eyeing a conflicting situation. You are well aware that nothing replaces hard work. A partner,
as well as others in general, always cart provide another opinion The
real question is, What do you think? What is bast for you? Be willing
to kick back and take a hard look at what is going on around yo...
Your creativity often bubbles forth when exercising or meditating.
Note those ideas. If you are single. many admirers surround you. You
will make an excellent decision around your next birthday. if you are
attached, take on projects together Share the balance of power in
the marriage SCORPIO can be challenging!
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Posit ye; 3-Average; 2-So-so: 1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
***** Choose not to dominate, and just make suggestions. You
could be delighted by morning talks. An intense discussion cannot be
avoided this afternoon. Others demand that you step up to the plate
Tonight: Dinner with a favorite person.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Dive into work quickly and effectively. You might need to
revamp your ideas because of what others are willing to accept
Lister, to news that heads in your direction. Try to absorb questions,
but also detach from your goals Tonight: Think about what is not
being said.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Your playfulness emerges and allows you to move in a new
direction. Though you make light of a situation, try to look at the implications of it A discussion with a partner might not be inevitable.
Tonight. Get some exercise.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Basics do count. You are coming from a new point of view
and opening up to different possibilities. Others come forward and
share much more than in the past. Ideas seem to pop in the afternoon whiie off by yourself or brainstorming. Tonight: Dive into an
early weekend.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Discussions occur, even when you are trying to complete a
project. Can you balance the two? The likelihood is that you can.
though you might need more quiet time in the evening. Your hands
are full. and you have a lot to deal with. Tonight. Happily heading
home.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Deal with money matters head-on Your ability to get past a situation is highlighted Much bubbles forth out of the blue in the p m.
You could be stunned by what you hear Listen to news that heads in
your direction Tonight Hang out with friends
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Get as much done as you can in the early hours Your charisma and willingness to risk merge in an interesting way. Listen to news
with an eye to structunng a successful financial situation. Security
continues to remain a pnme concern. Tonight: Mosey on home
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Schedule important plans for the afternoon, when you seem
more able and resilient. You enter a phase in which you increase your
energy and possibilities. Yes, an associate or partner could be slightly out of kilter Tonight: Beam in what you want.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Where the action is is where you want to be. You could be
taken aback by news that heads in your direction this morning. This
afternoon, rather than acting, you might want to think. Trust that there
is a different path Tonight, Gel some extra R and R
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Visibility comes with ease Others come to you for help and
direction Take the lead in a meeting or with planning a happening.
You could be overwhelmed by everything that is heading your way.
Know when to say "enough " Tonight Get together with friends.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Take an overview. Use your intellect to detach and perhaps
see what path you might have eliminated by not looking. Take a
strong action once you have ascertained the alternatives Your
instincts serve you well with a boss. Tonight. Be available
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Don't act until you are sure of yourself and know what you are
doing. A partner makes a strong decision or takes a powerful stand
Detach later on and see what you feel is best for you. Understanding
evolves. Tonight. Relax to a good game of Scrabble or some music.
BORN TODAY
Actor Gary Cooper (1901), composer Joharines Brahms (1833). political leader Eva Peron (1919)
***

Photo provided

REWARDS GIVEN: Each week Murray Elementary students
who earn "pawsitives" throughout the week receive specia1
rewards. Students selected from each class meet with the
principal. Janet Caldwell, for a fun activity every Friday afternoon. Students selected for April 24th were p1: Kade Gibson,
Alexis Hilt. Dakota Wilson. Reese Wilson and Kleff Taylor:
P2. Chez Fitzpatnck, Madyson Birgbauer. Abbie Bierbaum.
DeAndre Bramley and Clifton Van Waes: P3: Elizabeth
Hilbrecht. Abbey Presley. Jaiden Jackson. Asia Blanton and
Hannah Patterson; P4: Ethan McCoy, Hannah Franklin, Gillian
Triplet). Cammy Fields and Sydney Coons.

SUBSCRIBE TODAY 1
CALL 753-1916
-

•tt

VORT'A,PET:.
•

Hopi, r

atahoula leopard Uric
Yd., timing adult male

Sadie, Corgi

SHELTER HOURS: MON.-IRI. 10 AM-4 PM

mix. three sears old,
spas,ed tormilo

• SAT. 10

P1/41

For more imommlion 1 mita( I
Murray-Calloway
31 I

County Animal Shelter
-" 114141

Soc
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Looking Back
10 years ago
Published is a picture of City
of Murray Emergency Personnel responding to a mock chlorine leak drainage drill at the
water treatment plant on South
Second Street. The photo was
by Staff Photographer Bernard
Kane.
The National Scouting Museum. located on North 16th Street
on the Murray State University Campus. is holding its annual Senior Citizens Appreciation
Day today.
Pawnee Bedwell presented a
lesson on "Making Smart Life
Choices" at a meeting of the
Wadesboro Homemakers Club
held at Dutch Essenhaus Restaurant
20 years ago
Murray High School Band
received a superior rating at
the Kentucky Music Education
Association Band Festival at
Western Kentucky University.
Bowling Green. John Stroube
is director of the MHS band.
City auto stickers are due
by May 31. according to City
Clerk Jo Cras. The cost is
$35.
Births reported include a boy
to Larry and Judy Bolen. March
II: a boy to David B. and
Dana Profitt, April 12: a boy
to Teresa and Richard 0'Bryan
and a girl to Tammy and Tracy
Cleaver, May 3.
30 years ago
Freed Curd, who has taught
school for 19 years, has b been
selected as "Teacher of the
Year" by Students in Action
for Education at Calloway County High School.
Talmadge Jones, prison minister at Eddyville. will be the
speaker at the University Church
of Christ on May 7.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Eddy Williams,
March 21; a boy to Mr. and

Mrs. Walter Moore. Apnl 25;
a boy to Mr and Mrs. Robert
M. Herndon. April 28.
40 years ago
The Red Cross Bloodmobile
will be at First Methodist
Church. Murray. on May N. The
Calloway County quota is 225
pints ot blood.
The Murray State University Baseball Field has been
named as Reagan Field in honor
of MSU Baseball Coach Johnny Reagan by' the MSU Board
of Regents.
Dr. John Quertermous and
Mrs. C.C. Lowry of Murray were
guest speakers at a meeting of
the McCracken County Medical Auxiliary held at the Paducah Country. Club.
50 years ago
Members of the Murray
Training School Chapter of the
Future Business Leaders of
America attended the recent state
convention. Robert Burton was
chosen as Mr. FBLA and
Michael McCreary won the public speaking contest, both MTS
chapter members, at the convention.
Peggy Doores is valedictorian and Raymond Cope is salutatorian of' the 1959 graduating
class at Almo High School.
Births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Lewis English and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. J.C.
Williams.
60 years ago
The body of Sgt. Hugh Grey
EPA in is being returned to Murray for bunal. He was killed
Jan. 27, 1943. while serving in
Western Europe during World
War II.
Recent births reported include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Milton
Ray, May 2; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Hafford Cook and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Cooper. May 3.

COMICS / FEATURES
Wife's brutal sense of humor
leaves its mark on marriage

Murray Ledger & Times

Anodyne therapy
helps neuropathy
DEAR DR.GOTT: You recently published a column about Anodyne therapy for the treatment of
peripheral neuropathy 1 wanted
to thank you for printing the letter from the woman who said it
worked wonders for her.
I am a
medical sec retary/recepminim at a
physical and
occupational
rehabilitation
clinic.
We
offer
this
therapy in our
office, having
just
started
about
six
months
By
Dr. Peter Gott before your
article
appeared in the newspaper.
There is not much buzz in the
medical community about this
extraordinarily inexpensive and
reliable technique, and I can't
understand why From the patients
I have seen here in this office.
the results are consistently astonishing. I have watched the marked
improvements of patients with
neuropathy. The-y walk moi:: easily and with less pain. Many have
even told me that they were able
to reduce their pain medications.
1 have not seen a single patient
complain about side effects from
Anodyne therapy like most do
from drug therapy.
Please help spread the word,
Dr. Gott. I expect in the future
that this technique will help thousands of sutTerers.
DEAR READER: I have chosen to print your letter because
you are truly on the front lines.
Being exposed to this therapy on
a frequent basis and being able

DEAR ABB1': My wile
your mind'? Are you Afraid she'll
thinks its tunny when she hits
hit you again'? Your wife has
me. The other day I was splita sadistic sense of humor and
ting sonic wood and decided enjoys seeing you in pain.
to take a break. I began drivUnless you draw the line, she
ing golf halls into the field.
will cause you serious injury.
She came out, grabbed the
Regardless of how much
club out of my hands and
you love her, for your own
whacked me
safety you should get the heck
in the leg
out of there. What you have
with
it. described is a form of spousal
When
I
abuse, and it will escalate.
asked
her 'That's why I'm urging you to
why,
she contact the National Domestic
said, "Get
Violence Hotline. The toll-free
to
back
number is (800) 799-7233. The
work!" and
counselors there offer guidstarted
ance to women AND men who
laughing. I
are being abused by their spouse
was left with
or partner.
a large welt
Another organization, SAFE
By Abigail
and a big (Stop Abuse for Everyone).
Van Buren
bruise.
also assists victims of abuse
Another time she bought
regardless of age. gender or sexsome king crab legs for dinual orientation. Its Web site
ner. When I asked her if she is www.safe4all.org.
was serving anything else with
them, she picked up a crab
DEAR ABBY: I stole a
claw and hit me in the forelarge sum of money from the
head with it. She thought it
company I worked for and was
was funny. I ended up in the
fired. I agreed to work out a
emergency room with three repayment plan for all the
stitches.
money I owe.
Last night. I was trying to
Although I feel extremely
add up our bills on the com- lucky about the outcome. I
puter. She walked in and
also feel a great deal of remorse
smacked me in the chin with
and shame for what I did. My
the keyboard. She said I should
career is probably shot to hell,
be able to do the bills on
my former co-workers have
paper like a normal person.
lost their trust in me and I
We have been together nine
can't seem to move forward
years, married for three. I love
with my life. I know what I
her with all my heart, but I'm
did was wrong, and .1 am
getting tired of her little "jokes."
deeply sorry for it.
How can I approach her? I
How do I forgive myself
want her to know how I feel. for what happened and get
but I'm afraid to offend her
past it? I have contemplated
or make her angry. -- FRUS- suicide because of the pain
TRATED IN OREGON
and guilt I have experienced
DEAR
FRUSTRATED: and for other problems in my
Why are you afraid to speak
life. -- LOST AND ASHAMED
IN CHICAGO
DEAR
LOST
AND
ASHAMED: You are going
By The Associated Press
through what some people
Bannister broke the four-minute
Ten years ago: Russia and the
Today is Wednesday. May 6. mile dunng a track meet in Oxford. major Western powers set aside
euphemistically refer to as "a
the 126th day of 2009. There are
England. in three minutes, 59.4 sectheir differences over NATO
rough patch." Yes, you have
239 days left in the year.
onds.
airstrikes and drafted a joint plan
made some poor choices, but
Today's Highlight in History:
In 1960, Bntain's Princess Mar- to end the Kosovo conflict. Presyou are also doing the best
On May 6. 1937, the hydro- garet married Antony Armstrongident Bill Clinton met with Kosoyou can to make restitution.
gen-filled German airship Hinden- Jones. a commoner. at Westminvo refugees in Germany. listenSuicide is not the answer. Payburg burned and crashed in Lake- ster Abbey. (They divorced in
ing to chilling stones of murder.
ing back the money is. Once
hurst. N.J.. lolling 35 of the 97
1978.)
rape and terror and promising them,
that's done you will feel much
people on board and a Navy crewIn 1981. Yale architecture stu- "You will go home again in safebetter about yourself.
man on the ground.
dent Maya Ying Lin was named
ty and in freedom." Reversing
Frankly, it's time you startOn this date:
winner of a competition to design
decades of overwhelming loyalty
In 1859. Georgia miner John the Vietnam Veterans Memorial
ed being a little kinder to yourto Hntain's governing Labor Party.
H. Gregory discovered a lode of
In 1994. Britain's Queen ElizScottish and Welsh voters elected
self. You have beaten yourself
gold in Colorado.
abeth 11 and French President Fran strong nationalist oppositions to
up enough, and the last thing
In 1861. Arkansas seceded from
CMS Mitterrand formally opened the
their first separate assemblies of
you need in addition is a pubthe Union.
Channel Tunnel between their
modern times.
lic flogging. However, if the
In 1889. the Pans Exposition
countries.
ve years ago: President
suicidal thoughts persist, the
formally opened. featunng the justIn 2002, right-wing Dutch
George W. Bush apologized for
toll-free number for the Nationcompleted Eiffel Tower.
politician Pim Fortuyn was shot
the abuse of Iraqi prisoners by
al Suicide Prevention Hotline
In 1942. during World War 11
and killed in Hilversum. NetherAmerican soldiers, calling it "a
is (800) 784-2433.
some 15.000 Amencans and Fillands. Volken van der Graaf was stain on our country's honor"; he
•••
ipinos on Corregidor surrendered
later convicted of killing Fortuyn
rejected calls for Defense Secreto the Japanese.
Dear Abby is written by
and was sentenced to 18 years in
tary Donald RumsfelcTs resignaIn 1954, medical student Roger
Abigail Van Buren, also known
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as Jeanne Phillips, and was
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Contract Bridge
An Unnecessary Finesse

Today In MUM
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East dealer.
North-South vulnerabk
NORTH
•AJ 4
A 72
•K 8 5 3
•A Q 6
WEST
EAST
•10 8 5 3
•Q 9 7 2
V 96 4
IP5
•Q 1 9
•A 10 7 6
#.1 9 7
#K 10 5 3
SOUTH
•K 6
Kt./110143
•4 2
•8 42
The bidding:
East
South
West
North
Pass
2•
4•
Pass
Opening lead
queen of diamonds.

notes the possibility of losing two
club tricks if he finesses the queen.
Unwilling to expose himself to this
danger. South draws three rounds of
trumps and plays the K-6 of spades,
finessing the jack. If West has the
queen. South gains his 10th trick. if
West doesn't have it, the club finesse
is still available.
In the actual case, thc spade
tinesse loses and South is obliged to
rutT the diamond return. Down to his
last chance, South tnes the club
tinesse, but this, too, goes awry, and
the contract fails.
Admittedly, it is very. unlucky to
find three cards — the ace of diamonds, queen of spades and king of
clubs — all badly placed, but even so
the unsatisfactory outcome is essentially deelarer's fault, as he missed
the surest line of play.
One of the great rewards in
After rating the diamond at trick
bridge denve.s from salvaging a hand
three, South should draw three
where all the key cards seem to be
rounds of trumps. ending in dummy,
badly placed for declarer.
and then lead the king of diamonds.
Take this case where West leads
When East produces the ace,
the queen of diamonds against
declarer discards a club — a loserSouth's four-heart contract. West is
on-loser play. This forces East to
unlikely to have the ace, so South
return a spade or a club, either of
ducks the queen as well as the 1-9
which hands South his 10th trick.
when West continues the suit.
The luck element is totally elimiDeclarer ruffs East's ten and
nated by this method of play.
Tomorrow: Steppingstone to good defense.
c'009 Amp I nmsnes Ss Maar inc
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Morning show
Letter after pi
Shows sorrow
Bay
Orange pekoe
Hull bottom
Home
appliance
Forest grazer
Sea eagle
Errand runner
Ham on —
Fellow

39
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1 Salty snack
5 !cky stuff
8 Disencumbers
12 PC fodder
13 Use poor
judgment
14 — hygiene
15 Goes to court
1
6 Not prepaid
17
Coddle
18 Painters garb
20 Hurricane
center
22
s cache
24 New York
Giants hero
27 Headquarters
30 Nonwinner
(hyph )
32 Blackjack
33 Reserved
34 Shoved off
35 Heart of the
mail
37
people
38 Autumn mo
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DJ s supply
Herr's abode
Gossip tidbit
El — Texas
Lizard with
clingy toe pads
Incan treasure
Neat
Night attire
Levin or
Gershwin
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19 Fidel's friend
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23 Sighed with
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cookie
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I EVEN
WORRIED
ABOUT
YOU.

I WORRIED THAT YOU'LL
NEVER AMOUNT TO ANYTHING
AND YOU'LL MARRY THE
WRONG GIRL AND ALL
YOUR KID5 WILL BE STUPID.

UJELL,I THINK
I'M STARTING
TO GET A
LITTLE SLEEPY
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DID WI-IAT YOU
SAO B16 BROTHER
I'VE BEEN WORRYING
ABOUT EVERYTHING

to talk to the neuropathy sufferers who have benefited make your
letter a great testament to this
therapy
While I base had no expenence with it. Anodyne therapy
appears to have benefited many
already. Neuropathy can range from
a nuisance to disabling, and traditional treatment offers many people only temporary or limited benefits.
Readers and medical personnel alike, please wnte to me about
your experience with Anodyne
therapy, both good and bad I will
then wnte another column with
the results
DEAR DR. GOTT: I suffered
from Restless Legs Syndrome for
many years and tned your soapunder-the-sheets remedy, which
helped. Then I decided to try an
expenment and stopped using the
soap. My RLS didn't return, and
I wondered why.
Recently, a cousin called and
mentioned that he had a mend
who also had RLS He said that
his RLS had disappeared after
being treated with B12 injections
for another problem. 1 realized
then why ii had not returned. Several months earlier, i started taking one B12 tablet daily because
I had read that it was beneficial
to good health.
DEAR READER: Vitamin and
mineral deficiencies can often lead
to Restless Legs Syndrome or
similar muscle cramping and discomfort. By replacing the lacking vitamin or mineral, the discomfort disappears.
B12 may not help all cases
of RLS. but it has certainly helped
you and your cousin's friend so
I am suggesting it. Hopefully, it
will help others as well.

43
51

MI
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58
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25 Catches some
rays
26 Tunnel blaster
27 Juicy pear
28 Off helper
29 That ship
31 Have a
mortgage
32 Business VIP
33 Kid's wheels
36 Highest
degree
37 Strong alkali
40 Conscious
41 — Russo,
of "Tin Cup"
43 Barely managed
44 Amazon
source
45 Broadcast
46 Whistle blower
47 Livy's eggs
48 — out (relax)
50 Famous
cathedral town
52 Kung fu expert
Bruce —
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CROSSTOWN SHOWDOWN: CALLOWAY CO. 13, MURRAY 4

MSU GOLF ROUNDUP

f Brockman's a blast for Lakers
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MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Andrea Downer (left) and Megan McKinney (right) prepare to
load up their van en route to Columbus, Ohio Tuesday from
Regents parking lot at Murray State. The Racers will begin play
in the NCAA Regional Thursday on the campus of Ohio State
University
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Casey Brockman watches this single in the first inning of action Tuesday against Murray High. The senior went 3-for-3
with
a double, two runs scored and three R Bls in Calloway's 4th District victory.

SENIOR IS PERFECT AT THE PLATE WHILE TrGERs MAKE SEVEN ERRORS IN IHE Hare
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
Mother Nature did what she could to
hold off the crosstown rivalry between
Murray High and Calloway on Monday.
On Tuesday however, there was nothing
holding Casey Brockman back.
The senior was a perfect 3-for-3 at the
plate, including a double and three RBIs as
Calloway rolled to a 13-4 victory over the
Tigers at Calloway County High School.
Monday's original game was moved to
today where the two teams will meet up at
Ty Holland Stadium at 5 p.m.
Staring down the barrel of a 4-1 deficit
going into the bottom of the third. the
Lakers exploded for eight runs to open the
flood gates and take a commanding 9-4
lead.
C.J. Dial led the inning off with a bunt
single, followed by a single into left center
by Austin Hargrove. A sacrifice bunt laid
down by Hunter Seay led to an errant
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
throw by starting pitcher Aron Sweeney Murray High's Brock Downey slides safely back into first before the tag can be
that allowed both Dial and Hargrove to applied by CCHS first baseman Dylan Dwyer in the first inning.
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Brockman than doubled into left field
scoring Seay and Logan Burks reached
base via an error. scoring Brockman. After
Cody Redden grounded out to second.
Dylan Dwyer ripped a single up the middle
scoring Burks.
Beau Bogard then singled into short
center and Chris Dobbins laid down anoth-

er bunt, which led to another Tiger error
allowing Dwyer to score.
Dial struck out his second time around
in the order, followed by a Hargrove walk
and Seay reached base on an error, scoring
Bogard. Dobbins scored the final run on
the inning on Brockman's single.
III See BASEBALL,2C

KIMAXI

Disniv
STARDOMS

School
Marshall County
Calloway County
Murray

Curt(Overall)
5-0(17-3)
3-2(18-9)
2-2(16-9)
0-6(2-15)

Comm. Christian

4TH DISTRICT SOFTBALL: CALLOWAY CO. 1 MURRAY 0

Gardner, Lakers
outmduel Tigers
MURRAY MANAGES JUST T1NO HITS
FOR WINCHESTER, DEFENSE
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
, On an afternoon in which
Murray played nearly flawless
defense, one hiccup in the field
cost the Lady Tigers in a 1-0
loss to crosstown rival
Calloway County Tuesday.
Calloway scored the game's
only run on a hit-and-run play
in the top of the sixth when
Toree Rogers scored on a
Brittany Fox ground ball.
Murray shortstop Amanda
Winchester fielded the ball and
attempted to make a quick toss
to second base to out Rogers,
but the ball rolled into the outfield. allowing the Lady
Laker, lone senior to score on
a sliding play at the plate.
The run was all Calloway
would need in a game that fea.
•
•

4T11 DISTRICT
STARRilIGS
School

Dist(Omsk
Marshall County 4-0(19-3)
Calloway County 2-2 (14-11-1)
Murray
0-4(9-10-1)

tured just seven hits between
the two teams.
"Fortunately we had Toree
going on the pitch." said Lady
Laker head coach Troy Webb.
"It forced Winchester to make
a tough throw and we were
lucky enough to capitalize on
the one mistake they made."
With the win. Calloway
secured the district's second
seed heading into the tournament in two weeks, where
they'll face Murray again in the
first round with a trip to the

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times

Murray's Sarah Crouch slides safely into second base under
the tag of Calloway County shortstop Karlee Wilson during
the third inning of Tuesday night's game at Lady Tiger Field.
Wilson eventually got the last laugh as Calloway completed
a season sweep of Murray.
regional at stake.
After falling to Marshall
County 6-2 in Tuesday's nightcap, the Lady Tigers finished
the season winless in the dis-

trict, despite playing Calloway
within one run and three runs.
"We've known we can play
See SOF7BALL,2C

ft =NAB.DANN
Sports Editor
While the Murray State
University women's golf team
embarks into uncharted waters,
it's not all foreign territory.
Velvet Milkman, head coach of
the Racers, once played The
Scarlet Course in Columbus. Ohio
while a member of the Alabama
team 'in college and Milkman
even took a young up-and-coming
Racer team to an event there in
the fall of 1995.
Some 13 years later, Milkman
and crew return to the campus of
Ohio State University where they
will prepare to play in their first
ever NCAA Golf Regional.
A total of 324 participants have
been selected for regional competition. Of these players. 126 will
advance to the championship
finals. Eight teams and two individuals will advance from each
regional. The championship finals
will be May 19-22 at the Caves
Valley Golf Club in Owings
Mills. Md., where Georgetown
University plays host.
The reigning Ohio Valley
Conference champions arrived in
Columbus late Tuesday night and
will play a practice round today at
11:58 a.m.
"We took a few days to enjoy
the championship." Milkman
said. "But since then we've been
at work getting ready for the
NCAA's. Our team is excited to
play and we're looking forward to
experiencing the tournament for
the first time."
1n-between preparing for the
NCAA's and in the midst of taking final exams, players like
Megan McKinney are finally
starting to wrap their head around
the opportunity that lies in front
of them.
"This is a great way for us to
start summer golf." McKinney
said from Columbus Wednesday
night."We are excited about playing a nice course and one that is
actually green!"
Even though the Racers have
won seven OVC Championships.
this marks their first trip to the
NCAA's. In MSU's previous six
league championships, the OVC'
did not have an automatic spot in
the NCAA's.
The Racers advanced to the
NCAA's because they have
tremendous balance in their lineup.
MSU had four different players lead the way in the OVC
event. In round one, it was Joyce
Trus who had a team-best 76.
Bethany Yates and Megan
McKinney each shot 79 to lead
the team in round two, and
Andrea Downer's 77 was tops for
MSU in the final round.
Downer earned OVC AllTournament honors with a fifthplace showing after rounds of 7981-77=237. while Yates came
home with an eighth-place show-

Tee tt Up
NCAA Women's
Gott Regional
Racers practice round begins at 11 58
am
hesseer
Day 1 tee times will be from 1 20-2 I) m
for Murray State The Racers will be
playing with Illinois State iMissouri Valley
Conference A0i and Farteigh Dickinson
(Northeast Conference AO)
Ti. Them
1:20 P.M.— Bethany Yates
1:30 PM. — Morgan Cross
1:40 P.M. — Megan McKinney
1:50 P.M. — Andrea Downer
2:00 PM. — Joyce Trus
Day 2 tee lanes wr
ililibe
m .frm 8 50-9 30 off
No 10 Murray State will play wrth Illinois
State and Farleigh Dickinson Order ol
lineup will be determined by Day 1 individual scores
5411111144!
Murray State tee time will be determined
idivideshnadmiur
by team Day
2 total
Kendal, Dye (Oklahoma) Kayla
Mortellaro ,Idahoi Sarah Wikstrom
(Arkansas Lttle
Teems Palkieellme lAnserdieg be eseisl:
I UCLA
11 Georgia St
2 Oklahoma St 12 Notre Dame
3 Purdue
13 North Carolina St
4 Wake Forest 14 Washington
5 Louisville
15 Kentucky
6 Kent State
16 Chattanooga
7 Michigan St 17 Michigan
8 Ohio St
18 Harvard
19 Illinois St
9 Stanford
10 New Mexico 20. Illarear St
21 Fawlegh Diciunson
Lie,Scoring
Fans can keep up with the Racers on via
the
interent by going to www goestat corn or
by visiting one of four sties wwwgoracers corn voiov ohiostatebuckeyes corn
www ovcsportS corn or
WAIN ncaa orgiwpsdportal

ing with scores of 78-79-81=238.
Trus finished ninth With scores of
76-82-81=239. while McKinney
placed Ilth in the field of40competitors after scores of 79-7982=240.
Morgan Cross was 15th with
rounds of 79-80-83=242. The
Racers balanced attack showed in
the fact that all five players finished in the top-I5 and they combined to card eight sub-80 rounds
for the tournament.
The Racers closed the deal
with a final round 321 to go along
with a 312 and 319 in the first two
days for a 952 total. The last two
days were played in very warm
but windy conditions. MSU had
an eight-shot win over four-time
defending champion Jacksonville
State who had scores of 319-316325=960.

About The &Arid Cone
The Seem Course Is rose se one of tbe
ice Colegille morose Sr the melon end
reflood 8111 among al 9oft courses In Sot
United States It 9140MA as Me home course
for both The ONO Mete Unnerelly's men*
and women4 versify gal UMW* The c-ourne
44419 desired by Is. tamed aectieect Dr
Oster MecKeorto. Me designer of the
lamed Augusta Nenonai Ocia Comma aid
Cypress Poo, Golf Caulk
in 2005 and 2006 110SWIM Course underwent I riqor resionon pow/ over!~
,
for korner Slye *gine Jeok fteriour.
The buneers were 'teflon...red to actor 'more like the class, ,•vv,tions kilarawn7.,
The course was
r-rthene,I.
7.455 yards
From Ste cteropponship ohm, 4 strelcites
7.4e6 yards ot wand. rating Mann sod
tenoIts s IM etere sire rd strew two
moss cnsaineirie oleo on ieieral h01.1
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MSU ROUNDUP

Murray State Athletes Honor Each
Other at Annual SAAC Banquet
HAYES, WILLIAMS
NAMED ATHLETES
OF THE YEAR
By MU Sports Information
The \1:t t.a. State Student-Athlete
Advisory Council held its annual awards
banquet to honor all graduating seniors and
to hand out awards to student-athletes that
are voted on by their peers.
The first awards of the evening were the
Racer Spirit Award, given to one male and
one female that demonstrate what being a
Racer is all about. This individual not only
represents their team on and off the field, but
goes above and beyond to represent studentathletes in all types of campus organizations.
The 2008-09 Racer Spirit awards were
given to Jane Dewitt, Women's Soccer, and
Kyle Tiernan. Baseball.
Academic
counselor
MarTeze
Hammonds then gave out two team awards.
The women's soccer team was honored with
the Team Academic Achievement Award.
given to the team that takes it upon themselves to not only make a commitment to
their sport, but also to academic excellence
in the classroom.
The women's basketball team earned the
Team Community Service Awards, given to
the team that makes it a prionty to promote
a positive impression of student-athletes to

the community by giving back through participation in community service events.
The final individual awards of the night
were the Coach of the Year and Athlete of
the Year honors. Head women's soccer
coach Beth Acreman earned the Coach of
the Year honor after guiding her team to
their best season in school history and capturing the 2008 Ohio Valley Conference
Championship.
This season's Athletes of the Year honors
went to two players that will have an opportunity to continue to use the skills that they
showed on the field/court at Murray State.
The 2008-09 Female Athlete of the Year
also earned the title in 2007-08, senior
women's basketball player Ashley Hayes.
Hayes recently signed a free-agent contract
with the Connecticut Sun of the WNBA and
will be attending their training camp later
this month. The 2007-08 and 2008-09 OVC
Player of the Year helped the Racers to their
first OVC regular-season championship this
season while rewriting the record books at
Murray State.
Football senior Nate Williams was
named the 2008-09 Male Athlete of the Year
after also making a huge impact on the football team. Williams returned to Murray in
time for the banquet after participating in the
Tampa Bay Buccaneers Mini Camp over the
weekend. During the 2008 campaign he led
all levels of college football with 179 tackles, was named the OVC Defensive Player

of the Year, and was named to the Walter
Camp Foundation, Associated Press, and the
Sports Network All-America Teams.
The end of the evening also included
honoring 36 seniors that will be graduating
Later this week. Athletic Director Allen
Ward also honored those student-athletes
who had achieved both of the goals that the
athletic department has for every studentathlete - to leave Murray State with a diploma in one hand and a championship ring on
the other. This year 16 student-athletes
reached both goals.
Fen TienseSt• Bras
184e's
- Jared Key. Tyler Holloway
11111min's lesser - Jane Dewitt Kellyn Robinson
Rebekah Clay Knsta Muilikens. Molise Curry
Ilassiee's Tomb - Anne Pennington, Adnana Alvarez
Ni...',
- Jessica Jackson, Ashley Hayes
Paige Gurey, Amber Gulley Angela Mullins
Name%
- Ashley Yates Bethany Yates
611
,
111101111 Suess
- Georges Fotso Tyler Holloway Jared
Key. Kevin Thomas
Weesse's liasketkel - A,ivie, Gutley Paige Gulley Ashley
Hayes Jessica Jackson, Angela Mukins
Vlisam's Sector - Molise Curry. Jane Dewitt Knsta
Kellyn Robison
Football - Andrew.Fogg. Zech Knight, Paul McKinnis, Will
Werner, Nathan Williams
Baseball - Lucas Alien, Cory Hudskins, Daniel Miller,
Tyler Owen, Matt Phillips Anthony Stacy
Illeiese's Tools - Annge Pennington, Adnana Alvarez
Use' Tunis - Hunter Gerlach
liesera's back sod Relit - Sharneka Dial, Olivia Joseph,
Maggie McKay Andreya Payne, tinily Stanek Aliaria
2anin
GeN - Ashley Yates. BeMany Yates
Vollettall - Allison Mugler
lissag - Andria Kroner Kelly Anderson

•Softball
From Page 1C
with them since last year."
Murray coach Kyle Smith said.
"We've just got to make it over
the hump. We played good ball
today and the reality was that
this was a meaningless ballgame. It's the game here in two
weeks that's going to matter."
But those who witnessed
Tuesday's opening act were
treated to a full-blown pitcher's
duel
between
Calloway's
Whitney Gardner and Murray's
Chelcie Winchester, complete
with plenty of shining defensive
plays.as icing on the cake.
Gardner ultimately won out.
holding the Lady Tigers hitless
from the fourth inning on and
surrendering just two hits on the
game. She has now pitched 14
consecutive scoreless innings
after shutting out undefeated
Green County over the weekend
at o tournament in Owensboro.
:Gardner racked up eight
strikeouts and didn't walk a single batter, striking out the side in
the fourth inning.

"She didn't walk anybody
tonight and that's the key to
Whitney," Webb said. "If she's
hitting her spots and she's got
her fastball going, she is very
hard to hit."
The Lady Lakers' defense,
which haunted them in two district losses to Marshall County,
played an error-less game
behind Gardner as well.
Chelcie Winchester and the
Lady Tiger defense played
almost as well.
Winchester scattered five hits
over.seven innings and an error
contributed to Calloway's only
run. It was more of the same
from Murray's junior ace, who
has kept her team in close district games throughout her high
school career, but has yet to
secure a win.
"Chelcie has bought into
what we're trying to do," Smith
said. "Against them the first
game, they were towing the line
on her, so we pitched inside.
This game, they backed off, so
we made the adjustment and

went outside. It was just two difficult to get used to. We needgood pitchers battling it out ed a few innings to adjust and
tonight."
they were making a lot of great
Lack of offense plagued defensive plays."
Murray in district games last
Martian Co. 6,
season and did so once again on
Murray 2
Tuesday.
Against Marshall. Murray
Both of the Lady Tigers' hits spotted the orange four runs on
came with two outs and both three errors in the second inning
runners advanced to second in and gave up two more in the
the first and third innings, but third to put themselves at a 6-0
Gardner was quick to pitch out disadvantage.
of both situations.
The Lady Tigers managed II
On the season, however, hits but scored just two runs,
Murray's cumulative batting both of which came in the fifth
average is nearly 50 points high- inning.
er than last year.
Chelcie Winchester tossed
Rogers delivered the biggest the first two innings, before
hit of the day for Calloway, a yielding to Morgan Huston, who
one-outline drive into right field pitelled through thesixth and
that set her up for Fox's hit and Erica Brodie finished the game
run in the top of the sixth.
off.
For the Lady Lakers, who
The district tournament gets
faced two hard-throwing pitch- underway at Murray the week of
ers over the weekend, adjusting May 18 with Calloway taking
to Winchester's slower speed on the host squad. Game date
posed some timing issues.
and time will be set on Saturday.
"It was frustrating," said
The winner will meet
Rogers. "We had to really Marshall County in the champiswitch down speeds and it was onship.
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
National League
Al A Glance
All Times CDT
By The Associated Prase
East Division
W
L Pct GB
Pritauelphia
11 10 58.3
—
Florida
1,2
15 '2556
New York
12 13 480 2 1/2
Atlanta
11 15 423
4
Washington
7 17 292
7
Cortina Division
W
L Pct GB
17 10 630
St Louis
—
15 12 556
Milwaukee
2
14 12 538 2 1/2
Chicago
Cincinnati
14 12 538 21/2
Pittsburgh
12 14 462 4 1/2
11 15 423 5 1/2,
Houston
West Division
W
L Pct GO
Los Angeles
20 8 714
San Francisco
13 12 520 51/2
•
12 15 444 71/2
San Diego
407
81/2
Arizona
11 16
Colorado
10 15 400 8 1/2

American League
At A Glance
All Times CDT
By The Associated Press
East Division
W
L Pct GB
Toronto
19 10 655
17 10 630
Boston
I
New York
13 13 500 4 1 2
Tampa Bay
12 16 429 6 1'2
Baltimore
10 17 370
8
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Kansas City
16 11 593
°Mica
14 12 538 1 1 2
13 14 481
Minnesota
3
Chicago
12 14 462 31'?
Cleveland
10 17 370
6
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Seattle
15 12 556
-14
12
Texas
538
1/2
Los Angeles
12 13 480
2
Oakland
9 15 375 4 1/2

PREP TENNIS ROUNDUP

Lakers, Tigers sweep
Tuesday matches
Staff Report
Both local tennis teams swept
their opponents on Tuesday
afternoon.
Calloway County defeated
Ballard Memorial 6-0 in girls
action and 9-0 on the boys side
while Murray swept Reidland 90 in boys play and 8-1 in girls
action.
At Calloway, Amy Winkler
defeated Amanda Gill 8-1,
Audra Hopkins beat Tori
Bertram 8-6, Laura Orduna
defeated Ken Carter 8-2 and All
Love beat Emily Neal 8-0.
In girls doubles. Clara
Franklin and Carrie Crouse
defeated Gill and Bertram 8-1
and Teela Etheridge and
Hannalore Clause beat Carter
and Neal 8-0.
On the boys side. Will
Blackford defeated Garrett
Newberry
8-0,
Matt
McReynolds beat Jessie Waddle
8-1, Jake Darnell defeated Ryan
Phillips 8-0, Logan Wallace beat
Justin Allen 8-2, Karlo Vazquez
defeated Blake Rundles 8-1 and
Theo Qualls beat Patrick Bugg
8-0.
In doubles, Blackford and
Fortenbery beat Coffman and

•Baseball

Newberry 8-0, Darnell and
McReynolds beat Allen and
Phillips 8-0 and Vazquez and
Qualls defeated Waddle and
Rundles 8-2.
ilwray sweeps SWIM
At Murray in boys action,
Dylan Benningfield defeated
Lucas Kingston 8-0, Josh
Chambers beat Chris Hall 8-0
and Drew Kelleher defeated.:
Bryce Ryan 8-0.
Shawn Schuring beat Josh
Hill 8-0. Ian Holmes beat Saw
Day 8-0 and Topaz Prawito
defeated Derrick Wissinger 8-0.
In doubles. Prawito and
Johnny Thiede beat Hall and
Kingston 8-0, Chambers and
Benningfield beat Hill and Ryan
8-0 and Kelleher and Schuring
beat Day and Wissinger 8-1.
On the girls side, Broolk::
Salley lost to Amy Beasley 84,t•
Addie Griffo defeated Peeler
I. Courtney
Perry
biotk,
Scheumem 8-0, Claire Pitmibi:
beat Wesley Garrett 8-0 and::
Kristina Kiefer defeated Kayla':
Badgett 8-0.
In doubles, Salley and Griffo::
beat Beasley and Peeler 8-5 and::
Perry and Pitman beat Badgett::
and Scheumem 8-1.

LOCAL GOLF ROUNDUP

The Tigers, fresh off from
From Page 1C
"He's a player, he does a their trip to Applebee's Park in
good job at the plate," Calloway Lexington for the All 'A'
County head coach Zach Hobbs Classic, turned in seven errors
said of Brockman. "He has an on the night and that's where
approach and he's a good hitter, head coach Mike Johnson said
but he's also a smart hitter, the game was lost for his squad.
"We haven't played (defense)
which makes him a pretty tough
out. He's a tough kid, he under- all year long and if we don't get
stands the game and that's what any better at it, we're not going
to win," he said. "It's the same
really helps."
Gage Workman (6-1) picked old story, nothing different. If
up the win, while Aron Sweeney you catch it, you play well. If
11-3)took the loss for the Tigers. you don't, you don't. And were
Workman pitched six innings a team when we don't field it.
and allowed no earned runs on we're terrible."
Sweeney was 2-for-4 with a
three strikeouts and three walks.
run scored and Daniel Thile was
while giving up six hits.
:Sweeney
pitched
three 2-for-3 with a run scored, while
innings, giving up nine runs on David Kuykendall was I-for-3
eight hits, before turning the ball with two RBIs.
Johnson knows his team isn't
over to Jordan Garland in the
going to score runs in bunches.
fourth inning.

but after taking a 4-1 lead, men- hitting team," he said. "They
tal errors became just as crucial took advantage of every opporas timely hitting.
tunity. That's baseball."
"We hit the ball OK I
For Hobbs and his crew, who
thought," he said. "It wasn't will turn right back around today
great. Defense was our problem. and play Murray, this game
We hit it enough to keep us in doesn't do much in terms of
the game. When you don't catch confidence. Hobbs is just happy
it though. it forces you to have to be back on the field.
to drive in and score a lot of runs
"We haven't played since
and we can score runs, but we're Thursday and Murray is better
not going to roll up 10 or 12 runs than the 13-4 score shows," he
a game. We're not that kind of said. "Our guys did a good job
offensive team."
of making adjustments. I
And Johnson contends there thought Gage did a really good
was no proverbial letdown from job. This was nice to get back
the All 'A' Classic,
rolling and playing good again.
"No, I mean, we didn't field Hopefully we can get some
the bunt, we didn't make the games back under us this week."
plays and when you don't do
Redden finished 2-for-5 with
that against a really good team a run scored for the Lakers,
... Calloway can score runs in while Seay went 1-for-3 with
bunches, they are a really good two runs scored and an RBI.
Burks finished I-for-5 with two
runs scored and Dwyer was 1for-3 with a run and an RBI.
Bogard also went I-for-3 with a
tun and an RBI, while Dial was
Over 50 Years!
2-for-4 with two runs scored.

MURRAY HOME Sr AUTO
Serving Murray, Calloway County For

listRid OfThatGas Gamier!
Check Out Our New

Avt," 49CC
SCOOTERS

Entries being accepted for
Quertermous Tournament::
Entry fees will be $60 per..
'
,
person for the open division and:
$40 for the high school division.::
BEING HELD AT
Cart fee will be $12 each day per.:
person.
MURRAY
Tee times will be the same':
COLINTRY CLUB both days with the exception of::
the top ten leaders in the open::
Staff Report
division. They will tee off in:
Entries are now being taken the last groups on Sunday.
for the 49th Annual Dr. John C.
Tee times, 7:30 to 9:40 a.m.::
Quertermous Memorial golf and 12:20-2 p.m., can be made::
tournament at Murray Golf by calling Club Pro. Mark::
Course May 30-31.
Landry at 270-753-9430. Tee
This year there will be two times will be given on a first:
divisions—an open division and come, first served basis.
a high school division.
Despite the damage from thr,
:
.
The open division will have winter ice storm to some of thez:
cash prizes while the high trees, the golf course is in very:
:
school division will have gift good condition. All greens:.
certificates for prizes.
have been resurfaced during the
The open division. flighted past two years.
after the first day, will have five
Entries will be taken up to:
flights (with a full field).
May 27 or until the field is full.

ANNUAL EVENT
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MMS Odyssey Group (Ito r) Laurie Snellen, Casey Bouley, Linda Arkelyan. (back row from
laft) Chaley Roberts, Meredith Purdom. Kayla Winstead and Delaney Alderson.

MHS Odyssey Group pictured with OMER. the Odyssey of the Mind Mascot, from left.
Victoria Holmes. Alex Bloodworth. Kristen McNutt, Drew Kelleher. Maddie Houck and Ian
Holmes.

Students qualify for Odyssey of the Mind competition
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The Murray Middle School
Odyssey of the Mind Team
"Teach Yer Creature." and the
Murray High School Odyssey
Mind Team -The Lost Labor of
Hercules." each qualified for the
Odyssey world competition
after competing at the state contest recently at Western
Kentucky University in Bowling
Green, Ky.
Both teams will now travel to
Odyssey Worlds in Ames. Iowa
May 27-30 to compete at a
much higher level with students
representing approximately 20
other countries. Last year's
cOrppetition hosted 850 teams.
During the opening ceremony.
that is comparable to the
Orympics opening ceremony.
representatives from each state
anil country walk in procession.
An evening world test is hosted

for students to attend featuring
activities from other states and
countries. During the day. students will present their longterm problems on one day and
their spontaneous problems will
be scheduled for a different day.
Housed in the University of
Iowa dorms and local hotels, the
groups will also be trading pins
between states and countries
allowing the students to interact
with other cultures. Opening
ceremonies will be broadcast via
the Internet on May 27.
Holly Bloodworth. an MHS
Odyssey coach, said she is
inspired by the high school's
ability to work together to solve
the long term and short term
problems that are part of this
program. "Odyssey is an amazing opportunity for students to
stretch their minds.- she said.

-Creative problem solving is the
key to the future, while the goal
is to look at things in totally new
ways."
David Winstead, MMS coach
of the team comprised of seven
fifth graders, said he is extremely and proud of his team. "They
have worked hard all year on the
solution to their long term problem. If they continue their
momentum, they should perform well at worlds."
Winstead said unlike other
programs, Odyssey World
Competition is truly an international event.'Teams come from
around the world to compete in
this contest of creativity and
spontaneous problem solving.
It is an honor to help these kids
represent the Murray School
System at this level of competition."

Lou Carter, MMS principal.
said MMS is very pleased with
the winning outcome of each
student affiliated with the MMS
team. "This is a tremendous
opportunity for the students to
travel to the world's competition, as they learn and grow in
the areas of creativity, sportsmanship, problem solving, leadership, and life skills."
Sid Martin. who coaches the
MHS team with Bloodworth.
said participating at the World
competition will be an extension
to the valuable Odyssey skills
gained such as teamwork, problem solving, planning, commitment, follow-through, and personal responsibility. "Coaches
may not help or guide them." he
said. "Since the students must
plan, design. and build the structures they will test or the ensi-

ronment for their skits, they
learn practical skills such as
selecting and procuring materials. using tools, constructing
their designs, and refining their
concepts as they test and practice their solutions."
Martin said Odyssey is a valuable program where creativity is
stressed and students interact in
an environment that is demanding yet fun. -It is worthy of
support."
The MHS team is comprised
of three sophomores (highest
grade determines competition
level). and two eighth graders
and a seventh grader from
MMS.First place at the Odyssey
state competition in Bowling
Green.
was claimed by
Beechwood High School. a team
comprised of all seniors.
Teresa Speed. MHS principal.

said she is extremely proud of
this group. "I am continually
proud of each accomplishment
that our students achieve,- she
said. 'Traveling to the world
competition will not only offer
an academic experience. but will
also provide a cultural experience beyond each students'
imaginations."
As each group prepares for
their trek to Worlds in Iowa.
they will also begin a fund-raising initiative that will be conducted until the end of May.
Members from each group will
be seeking donations Monday.
May 4 at Walmart. They will be
on-hand at 4 p.m. They also
have a trash pick up slated for
May 9.
For more information visit
www.o4.1}sseyolthemind.com.
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2007 Hyundai Santa Fe Limited

2007 Mazda RX8

12,000 Miles, Heated
Leather, Moonroof, Alloy
Wheels, T/C, PW/PL, CD.
Stk. #P7112

2008 Pontiac Grand Prix

6,000 Miles,6-Speed
Manual Shift, Moonroof,
Alloy Wheels, T/C, PW/
PL, CD. Stk. #P7109

33,000 Miles,
T/C, PW/PL, CD,
Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #P7072

93,125
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2003 Chevrolet Venture IS

2007 Toyota Corolla S

118,000 Mlles,
TIC, PW/PL, CD,
8 Passenger.
Stk. #CT9010A

7WW
:

52.000 Miles. Leather, DVD, T/C. PW/PL. CD
Stk #GT9165A

2009 Toyota Corolla LE

amisri"

2002 Buick LeSahre Custom

18,000 Miles,
T/C, PW/PL, CD,
Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #P7074

114,000 Miles,
T/C, PW/PL, CD,
Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #P7030A

94,250

.nsz.
he
to
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32,000 Miles, TIC, PW/PL
CD, Moonroof, Alloy
Wheels, Spoiler.
Stk. #CT8252A

54,899

2007 Dodge Ram 1500 SLT 2005 Chevrolet Colorado LS 2007 Saturn Aura Hybrid
24,000 Miles,
TIC, PW/PL, CD
Stk #CT9182A

57,000 Miles. Z-7 1 4x4, Crew Lac
TIC, PW/PL, CD. Stk. OGT9127A

40,000 Miles, TIC, PW/PL,
CD, Alloy Wheels
Moonroof.
Stk. #P7097A

13,232'
2007 Dodge Caliber 5=
12,000 Miles, Heated
Leather, Alloy Wheels, T/C,
PW/PL, CD.
Stk. #CP640

2008 Chevrolet Aveo LS

18,000 Miles, T/C, PW/PL,
CD, Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #CP636

'Disclaimer All prices plus tax, title and license additional 5149 doc lee included Some photos tor illustration purposes

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

2400 E Wood St •Pans • 642-5661 11400-748-11316
po-f a.m.-4

Sat 8 a m 5p in

www•Peppersautomotive.COm

30,000 Miles
Stk #P7073
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MCCH to celebrate
National Nursing Week
National Hospital Week 2009, celebrated the
week of May 10-16, is the nation's largest annual
health care event. This year's theme is "A Healthy
Commitment in Changing Times," a phrase organizers believe provides a positive view of the
future.
"It's always been about our people,- said Keith
Bailey, CEO of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. -Change is inevitable but our goals and
our mission are constant. Our people want the
very best for our patients and that's what they
bring to the hospital every day of the year."
MCCH employs approximately 1,000 staff
members. During National Hospital Week,
KYSER LOUGH/Lerriger & Times
The week of May 10-15 has been proclaimed as National Nursing Home week in support of
local nursing home Spring Creek. Employees at Spring Creek Health Care visited with
Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins, seated left, and Murray Mayor Tom Rushing,
seated, right. Pictured, left to right, back, are JoAnne Thomas, activity director, Lacie Young,
activity assistant, Missy Liles, activity assistant and Sandra Dick, administrator.

Spring Creek marks
Nursing Home Week
National Nursing Home Week
this year is being held May 1016, with the theme,"Nurturing a
Love that Lasts." Sponsored by
the American Health Care
Association, the week spotlights
the crucial role nursing facilities
play in delivering quality care to
our nations seniors and disabled
Americans, 1.5 million of whom
reside in nursing facilities.
This week brings awareness to
nursing facilities, and is also a
vehicle for celebrating the
exceptional care-providers, volunteers, families, and others
from a community vtlso_foster

the spirit of "Nurturing a Love
that Lasts" throughout the year.
MCCH and Spring Creek are
making plans for a week of
activities and event for the
enjoyment of residents, families,
staff, volunteers and the community. The week includes relay
races, a picnic, petting zoo, pancake breakfast, '50s Day Party, a
Mexican Party, and a talent
show. Community members are
encouraged to participate or volunteer, as well as tour the facility.
"National Nursing Home
Week is a time of celebration of

life," said Sandra Dick, Vice
President of Long Term Care
Services. -The senior population
is a generation that brings much
history to life for the caregivers.
families and volunteers of
Spring Creek Health Care. Each
life represents a unique story.
Please accept this as an invitation to visit and renew an old
friendship or learn of volunteer
opportunities that are available."
To learn more about National
Nursing Home Week, contact
Spring Creek by calling 7673600.

Nursing Week is here
The work of America's 2.9 million registered
nurses to save lives and to maintain the health of
millions of individuals is the focus of this year's
National Nurses Week, celebrated annually May
6-12 throughout the United States.
This year, the American Nurses Association
has selected "Nurses: Building a Healthy
America" as the theme for 2009. The ANA supports and encourages National Nurses Week
recognition programs through the state and district
nurses associations.
Annually, National Nurses Week begins on
May 6, marked as RN Recognition Day. and ends
on May 12, the birthday of Florence Nightingale,
founder of nursing as a modem profession.
During this week, registered nurses at MCCH will
be honored by a luncheon, daily drawings for gift
certificates, as well as, a small gift for each nursing employee. These events will be held throughout the week.

classes, a nutritional program,
and goal setting all in a fun
atmosphere. Kids will participate in a 45-minute actionpacked fitness classes that
include cardio kickboxing. conditioning, calisthenics, and flexibility. Each class focuses on the
key elements of a child's fitness
type: agility, flexibility, coordination, focus and teamwork.
Fitness for Kids is a fun, four.
weekcourse that will train and
educate your child on the importance of exercise and good nutrition, as well as helping build
confidence.
Gerald
Dinh,
Fitness Instructor, at the Center

"MCCH has the most caring and compassionate nurses that I have had the honor to work with,"
said Lisa Ray, Vice President of Nursing.
The American Nurses Association, through its
54-consiituent member associations advance the
nursing profession by fostering high standards of
nursing practice, promoting economic and general welfare, promoting a positive and realistic view
of nursing, and lobbying Congress and the regulator,/ agencies on health care issues affecting nurses and the public.
Traditionally, Nurses Week is devoted to highlighting the diverse ways in which registered nurses, the largest health care profession, arc working
to improve health care. From bedside nursing in
hospitals and long-term care facilities to the halls
of research institutions, state legislatures, and
Congress, the depth and breadth of the nursing
profession is meeting the expanding health care
needs of American society.

"*Qtillt"or'l
OUR 2009 GRADUATES, A CLASS ACT
Let.your graduate know how proud you are
of their achievements by placing your graduation
line to be published in our
Graduation Tab on May 21, 2009.

,
Fitness for &las coining soon
The Center for Health &
Wellness is now offering a
Fitness for Kids program that
will begin Monday, May II_ The
program will take place every
Monday and Wednesday from
3:45 to 4:30 p.m. The cost for
non-members is $29 per month
and the program is free to members The Fitness for Kids program focuses on kids between
the ages of 5 and 13.
Fitness for Kids will get your
child in shape for baseball, football. cheerleading. soccer, track
or just putting down the game
controller and becoming more
active. It includes eight fitness

MCCH will celebrate with daily activities that all
employees can participate in during the week.
MCCH will kick off the week with "It Begins
With YOU" followed by healthy food day, pancake breakfast, cookout and an ice cream and
cookie day.
National Hospital Week began in 1921 and, over
the decades, has helped revolutionize the public
view of hospital. The health care industry employees more than 14 million workers throughout the
U.S.
To learn more about National Hospital Week,
contact the MCCH Marketing Department at 7621381 or 762-1382.

Deadline for letters is
May 18th at 5 pm.

Jacob,

for Health & Wellness, will
teach the Fitness for Kids program. Your child will work
along-side other children, as
well as the Fitness for Kids
Instructor, to receive the encouragement and support needed to
achiese the basic fitness standards that are derived from the
Presidential Physical Fitness test
developed by the one and only
Arnold Schwarzenegger.
For more information or to
sign up for the Fitness for Kids
program. call the Center for
Health & Wellness at 762-IFIT.

Congratulations!
We are very proud of you.'
Good luck to you!
Love,
Mom cfc Dad

Cost is $8 per message
No more than 20 words
School logo will be placed
an ad.
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Underinsured?
Are you in need of a breast exam,
mammogram, or PAP test?
li you answered YES to these questions, then
Purchase District Health Department is the place for you.
Call one of our health centers listed below and make an appointment for our special
breast and cervical screening events to be held in May. A special gift will be
given to each woman who receives a screening on the scheduled day.

Cponsored
Photo providoO
TEN-GALLON DONOR: Murray resident Arvin Afton (pictured), recently donated his 10th gallon of blood to Murray.
Calloway County Hospital's Blood Donor Center Mr Afton
has been donating blood to Murray Hospital since 1975 He
says that 'there is always someone out there who needs
blood, and it only takes me a few minutes to give it For more
information on Murray Hospital's Blood Donor Center, call
762-1119.

Ballard County

(May 13th)

270-665-5432

Calloway County

(May 13th)

270-753-3381

Carlisle County

(May 14th)

270-628-5431

Fulton County - in Fulton
Fulton County - in Hickman

(May 20th)

270-472-1982

(May 12th)

270-236-2825

Graves County

(May 8th)

270-247-3353

Hickman County

(May 28th)

270-653-6110

McCracken County

'May 26th)

270-444-9631

by the Breast and Cervical Cancer Screening Coalitions of Ballard/Carlisle, Calloway, Fulton,
Grapes, Hickman, and McCracken counties. Paid for with Federalfunding.
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